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ur crippling economy has forced us to face many realities for
public construction in New Jersey. In this issue, we address
two realities for ACCNJ contractors: The emergence of
Public Private Partnerships (P3s) on New Jersey infrastructure
projects and the uncertainty in keeping Multiemployer Pension Plans
solvent. These realities have far-reaching consequences for ACCNJ
employers and as you will see in the pages that follow, ACCNJ has taken
many steps to lessen the impact for our members.
Our feature article, “Public Private Partnerships. A Closer Look For
New Jersey’s Construction Industry,” reveals that P3s have been around
longer than you might imagine. The article looks at the evolution of P3s,
the intricacies involved, and ACCNJ’s approach for future P3 legislation
at the state level. On the national front, AGC of America is front and
center with a special congressional panel formed to focus on opportunities for P3s. Our Government Affairs Update provides a comprehensive
look at the work of this panel and its potential impact in New Jersey.
The state of multiemployer pension plans remains one of the biggest
challenges for ACCNJ. In his Message, Chairman Mark Hall presents the
factors behind the challenges of the funds and what ACCNJ and labor
are doing to change the system in order to protect employers and craftworkers. On the same topic, our legal update presents recent actions to
repair the Teamster 469 pension fund, and AGC of America provides a
comprehensive look at its “Solutions Not Bailouts” plan for fund
solvency.
Continuing the dialogue between ACCNJ and our partners in construction, we are pleased to feature a Q&A session with newly appointed
Port Authority of NY and NJ Deputy Executive Director Deborah Gramicionni, and messages from labor leaders at the Northeast Regional Council of Carpenters and IUOE Local 825.
As always, we present the latest news on labor services, safety and training matters, financial and insurance updates, and news about ACCNJ
members in the Member News and Giving Back sections of this magazine.
We encourage you to read our regular columns and other guest
editorials in this issue and welcome your comments and suggestions for
future topics.
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Message from the Chairman

Multiemployer Pension Plans ...
An Ongoing Industry Challenge

By: Mark D. Hall, AIC, CPC

I

n the inaugural issue of New Jersey Construction last fall,
I touched on the issue of union multiemployer pension plans.
Because the future solvency of these plans continues to be
one of the most pressing challenges facing the construction
industry, I wanted to expand on it, this time, in greater length.
We all know that multiemployer pension plans under the
Taft-Hartley Act of 1947 were collectively bargained to provide
retirement benefits for union workers through employer contributions and subsequent investments. The rules allow labor and
management trustees to determine the plan design and level of
benefits, and require the trustees to oversee the proper administration and delivery of those benefits. All good ideas that are
good for both employers and employees.
But the free-fall of plans from solvent to insolvent during
the Great Recession has proven this once-viable retirement
vehicle can no longer be effectively managed under the legislation in place. In 1974, ERISA imposed the minimum-funding
requirements that prohibited over-funding of plans. Seemed
like a good idea at the time. When plans were over-funded,
employees’ retirement benefits improved. But the stock market
downturn abruptly shut off funding growth and fewer worker
hours resulted in lower employer contributions.
This combination of factors has drastically affected most
pension plans in the construction arena, and what is further compounding the problem is the prolonged downturn in
hours and the growing presence of non-union and open shop
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“…the Great Recession
has proven this once-viable
retirement vehicle can no
longer be effectively
managed under the
legislation in place.”

contractors in what were once union markets. Not to mention that
new employers are cautious about taking on a piece of the underfunding that could impact their company’s financial stability.
But perhaps the biggest hindrance to reversing the trend is
current law: While trustees have control over some aspects of a
plan, they are not permitted the authority to make changes to vested benefits or those in pay status, which would go a long way to
helping keep plans solvent. Many trades are facing an increasing
ratio of retirees to active workers, a scenario that definitely places
a significant financial drain on the plans. Active workers are reluctant to shoulder the burden of fixing the plans, and retirees do not
want to lose anything they were promised.
On that front, we are supporting the efforts of our national organization, the Associated General Contractors of America, as they
and others push for Congressional action on a legislative overhaul.
You can read more about this in an article written by AGC/A Chief
Executive Officer Steve Sandherr, which appears in this issue of
New Jersey Construction.
The recession hit our multiemployer pension funds with devastating results. Fortunately for all, labor and management are working together to make what changes we can now. We also continue
to explore innovative, sensible ways to fund plans for the benefit of
the participants, while at the same time easing employer liability
and, thus, encouraging new employers to enter the plans.
Our actions must protect our members and craftworkers. The
task is not easy, but we will persevere as we always do.
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CEO’s Letter

By: Jack Kocsis, Jr.

S

everal years ago, the concept of Public Private
Partnerships as an alternative way to fund and
build public construction projects came under serious
discussion among public owners in New Jersey. As
the recovery period from the Great Recession lingered, the conversation intensified. It became extremely apparent state and
local government did not have the ability to fund or bond for
necessary capital improvements. As a result, projects have been
and continue to be shelved. Knowing this could only go on for
so long, the Association knew it was time to take P3s seriously.
On its face, it appeared P3s would change much of what we
held essential in the public construction market by replacing the
traditional method of procurement, one that is transparent and
time-tested. For that reason, the Association decided it would
be best to get involved up front with legislation that would ultimately dictate how the process would work. First and foremost,
our goal was to make sure P3s would not prevent reputable
local contractors, who for decades worked and built their
businesses by doing public construction jobs, from working
on these projects.
With input from contractor members and like-minded
industry groups and labor leaders, we worked with legislative
leaders to develop legislation that will allow for P3s while at the
same time require high prequalification standards that will insure New Jersey-based, reputable contractors can competitively
bid and work on these projects. Clearly, our intent is not for
P3s to replace our current system, but rather be a financial tool
for public construction projects that would not otherwise be
funded.
By embracing P3s, management and labor believe there
is more opportunity for construction projects which will
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ultimately result in increased man hours. Nothing would be more
helpful for the construction trades’ multi-employer pension funds
than seeing that scenario come to fruition. One doesn’t need to
be reminded the economic crisis had a devastating ripple effect on
the pension funds - investment returns plummeted and contribution hours declined. While we have seen investments yield better
returns, hours are still not where they need to be. Fund Trustees
have worked diligently over the past several years to make needed
changes to help improve the plans’ funding levels and continue
analyzing and exploring further options. Unfortunately, however,
there is only so much that could be done under current ERISA
rules and laws.
We need to convey to our Congressional leaders how important
it is for them to pass legislation that will provide multiemployer
pension funds with the necessary tools to fix the funding problem while protecting workers’ retirement benefits. We continue
to reach out to our New Jersey delegation to advocate for these
changes.
Both P3s and funding multi-employer pension plans are
critical, complex issues for our industry. We will aggressively
address these matters with the goal of protecting contractors
and craftworkers alike so New Jersey’s unionized construction
industry can continue to grow and prosper. As always, your
comments and thoughts are welcomed.

Message from the COO

Understanding ACCNJ’s
Labor-Related Services

By: Darlene Regina,
Chief Operating Officer

T

he Association dedicates our resources to developing
programs and service tools that assist members in their
day-to-day operations. We also focus on big-picture
industry issues that may not directly impact a member
immediately, but in the long-term can have a tremendous effect
on a company’s stability and potential growth.
In the last issue of the magazine, I spoke about our expanded role with Labor, listing those trades with whom Associated
Construction Contractors Association of New Jersey bargains.
The process for assigning bargaining rights and collective bargaining was also addressed. I explained how we partner with labor to gain market share for the benefit of union contractors and
craftworkers.
Drilling down in this issue, I am more specifically explaining
some of the labor-related services we provide so members have a
better understanding how the Association can help them.
Recently, active members received the ACCNJ Labor Binder
Reference Manual. In it are several resources project managers,
supervisors and payroll administrators can use on a regular basis.
The binder includes the wage and fringe benefit schedule
for each of the trades with whom ACCNJ bargains. The rates
are updated throughout the term of the collective bargaining
agreement each time an increase is scheduled and verified for
accuracy prior to distribution.
There is a Directory of Business Representatives and a listing of trade leadership that provides pertinent contact information. The Directory is updated annually and includes contact
13
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“ACCNJ is here to assist
members who assign
their bargaining rights
to the Association on the
interpreptation and
applicability of the
agreements.”

information for all of the building trades. It is extremely beneficial for field personnel who need to contact business agents
regarding project manning and other matters.
The Directory of Fund Trustees, Administrators and
Professionals is especially helpful for those responsible for remitting fringe benefits to the funds. Of course ACCNJ staff can assist
with fund discrepancies that arise from time to time; however,
contact information for the Administrators can also be useful.
Another valuable publication included in the binder is the
Contract Summaries. The collective bargaining agreements are
included on the members-only page of the website and hard copies can be obtained by contacting the Association office. The
summaries highlight the “most often referred to” sections of the
agreements, such as hours of work, holidays, foreman and shop
steward requirements, etc. This too is an excellent resource for
field personnel who may need to refer to collective bargaining
agreements from time to time.
In providing members with the above, it is not our intent to discourage your staff from calling to verify or ask questions. ACCNJ
is here to assist members who assign their bargaining rights to
the Association on the interpretation and applicability of the
Agreements. Our mutual objective is to avoid jobsite disputes and
any interruption in the progress of a job.
The next time you have a labor-related question, don’t hesitate
to pick up the phone or a drop us an email. If we don’t have the
answer, we will do our best to get it!
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Feature Article

Public Private Partnerships:
A Closer Look For New Jersey’s
Construction Industry
By: Dick Forman, Forman Consulting

P

ublic private partnership projects (known as P3
projects) are nationally becoming one of the delivery
tools that public agencies consider for a diverse number of
construction projects and related services. The all-important task for the New Jersey construction industry is to make sure
P3-enabling legislation and P3 contracts truly expand opportunities for our heavy-highway and building contractors.
P3 projects trace their roots back 200 years to the 1800-1820
period when 44 turnpike companies were chartered in New
Jersey. These private companies sold stock and were granted land
by public entities in order to link new communities, aid general
commerce and help get agricultural products to market in a timely
manner. These early turnpikes maintained their right-of-ways with
the use of tollgate revenue. The charters provided rules for how
close the toll gates could be built to each other.
In more recent times, the failure to provide sufficient transportation-dedicated tax revenue and the sluggish economy have resulted in the deteriorating condition of the United States’ Infrastructure. This mounting crisis has brought new delivery methods such
15
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as design-build and design-build operate-and-maintain. When
design-build came to the New Jersey transportation market, a
modified system was established. It brought only mixed project results. The progression to a few large P3 projects in our region began
with the $2.2 billion Hudson Bergen Light Rail System (DBOM)
project, which began operating in 2000 and was completed in all
segments by 2010.
The next step in the evolution of P3 delivery methods was toward more creative and complicated public private ventures so that
by 2012, more than 65% of the states in the US had some form of
P3-enabling legislation in their legislative hoppers or already on
the books. On the international scene, developing countries with
struggling economies latched on to the P3 concept and began
bringing highway and building infrastructure projects forward.

Early P3 Legislation
The New Jersey Economic Stimulus Act of 2009 permitted a state
or county college to enter into a public private partnership, “that
permits (a) private entity to assume full financial and administra-

tive responsibility for the on-campus construction, reconstruction, repair, alteration, improvement or extension of a building
structure, or facility of the institution so long as the college retains ownership of the land and the project is one hundred percent privately financed.”
In July of 2012, President Obama signed Moving Ahead for
Progress (MAP-21). The law’s favorable P3 language and the authorization of $15 billion of tax-exempt private activity bonds
boosted P3s, but the multitude of federal rules continued to impede transportation P3 projects.

“In any study of P3 project dynamics, it
is important to understand the priorities
for each partner in what often becomes a
decades-long relationship.”
P3 Projects In Place
As states in the past 20 years began to compete to obtain new
transportation and building assets and develop pilot P3 projects, the results were diverse and impressive: an international air
terminal at JFK Airport; the redevelopment of Military Park in
Newark; dormitory projects at Montclair University; the Miami
Tunnel; the monetization of the Chicago Skyway; a criminal justice complex in Indiana; the seeking of a long-term lease for the
Port of Virginia; and the addition of high-occupancy toll lanes
(HOT Lanes) bringing congestion relief to several urban areas.
Recently, the Gary (Indiana) International Airport’s $100
million, 40-year P3 deal was sweetened by allowing the Aviation
Facilities Company to develop and manage the airport as well as
maintain exclusive rights to develop the property surrounding
the facility. For its part, AFC must place $25 million into the deal
over the next three years and submit a plan within one year for

attracting an additional $75 million over the next 40 years. It is also
agreed that AFC will invest $300,000 in workforce development.
Mass transit agencies are now using P3 agreements to install the latest technology in multi-modal smart card systems
and open bank card systems. Real-time passenger information
systems now provide GPS-based mobile device websites that
recognize instantly each successive rail stop.

P3 in NJ: New Goethals Bridge
We can take a closer look at a large regional bridge project by
the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey – the new Goethals
Bridge.
Once the Port Authority decided the existing bridge could not
economically be refurbished, a plan was put in place to seek P3 proposals. A $1.5 billion plan for financing and building the new structure was signed with Kiewit Infrastructure. Other private companies
participating included Weeks Marine Incorporated, Parsons Transportation Group and Mossman Construction Company. Financing
included a plan by the Authority to operate the structure and begin
paying back after the structure was 70% complete with a 40-year
pay-back period. There is $100 million in equity, a $500 million federal loan, tax exempt bonds, and a bank loan. The bridge will be
in service in 2017 and the Authority plans to save 10% of original
projected costs.
This Goethals project along with a raising of the Bayonne Bridge
will create 4,750 construction jobs and a payroll of $600 million.
Every year more than $3 billion in regional goods passes over the
Goethals Bridge.
Smaller P3 projects also have creative approaches to financing
and bundling of services. Revenue sources for local P3 projects have
included motor fuel taxes, dedicated sales taxes, tolling, bonding and
debt instruments, vehicle miles traveled (VMTs), registration and
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other transportation fees, appropriations, congestion pricing, local taxes and fees and state transportation banks.
Keys to successful asset- and service-based P3 projects are a
demonstrated critical need for the project and public leaders who
will champion that need. There must be equitable distribution of
risk, long-term commitment of the public and private partners to
resolve disputes, stable sources of funding and the realistic establishment of a special purpose vehicle (SPV) that the consortium
creates for building, maintaining and operating an asset. If private
partners can save 10-25% over the public partner’s original estimate on the build portion by having creative expert engineers on
the private payroll (the Miami Tunnel was estimated at $1 billion
and by raising elevations, it came in at $700 million), and if those
same private partners can perform the maintenance up to 40%
less by doing it as needed and not when the money becomes available, the future of all sizes of P3 projects will be bright.

“Any serious discussion of future public
private partnershps in New Jersey must
include the critical components outlined in
this article so that public agencies, investors and construction contractors can be
assured of quality outcomes and a level
playing field.”
—Jack Kocsis, ACCNJ CEO

Studying P3 Issues
In July, a two-week conference for P3 decision-makers takes
place at Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School titled, “Infrastructure
in a Market Economy: Public-Private-Partnership in a Changing
World.” Potential P3 partners and sponsors from 22 countries will
be looking at what P3 approaches are best suited to different political and commercial circumstances. They will ask what public
sector regulations - both contractual and discretionary - belong in
P3 projects and they will be studying the opportunities and limitations in using private capital to finance infrastructure.
In any study of P3 project dynamics, it is important to understand the priorities for each partner in what often becomes a
decades-long relationship.
The public partner wants to transfer risks to the private sector
at what it perceives as reasonable cost. The goal is to have needed
projects developed with all due speed while being sensitive to the
needs of stakeholders, including local residents. The reward comes
from increased efficiency for users and the support of political
representatives. Policy goals include safety and mobility. Through-
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out the P3 process, public partners value transparency and want to
share information with the public.
The private partner wants to make deals with a committed public partner for the long-term with a final agreement that is seen as
credit-worthy by commercial lenders. The private partner’s stakeholders often are stockholders and the rewards are dividends and
profits. The private sector values confidentiality and the protection
of intellectual property to continue competitive advantages.

Risk Assessment Central to Success
The American Road and Transportation Builders addressed
the topic of risk in a letter to the United States Department of
Transportation in May of 2013. They pointed out that P3 contract
negotiations should include:
• Who will be responsible for discoveries and spills of
hazardous waste should they occur?
• When the risk of underperforming assets (low toll revenue or
disappointing traffic volumes) are negotiated as a risk transfer to
the private sector, how is the potential cost evaluated?
• Serious negotiation should be focused on permit risks.
The private sector must be diligent in pursuing the permits it is
responsible for.
• The public sector should pursue environmental permits and
should work hard to resolve any conflicts with third parties.
• Many issues in the right-of-way procurement are beyond the
control of the private sector, so any transfer of risk will be viewed
very conservatively.
• In P3 projects, the public sector usually takes the risks
of the factual geotechnical conditions and unforeseen changed
conditions. The private sector takes the risk of interpretation of
the data and reasonable variations of the geotechnical conditions.
The private sector should have recourse if errors are found.
• If a project is dependent on legislative approval or is
materially affected by new legislation or regulation, contracts
should identify such risks and allocate roles and responsibilities.
• Payment mechanisms are all-important when the public
sector seeks to gather private capital for its projects. A key to
success is transparency of records to keep the risk factor equitable. Contract provisions on payment matters should be left to the
contract negotiators.
• If P3 projects are cancelled, there should be stipend payments
based on when in the process a cancellation occurs. This will help
assure more competitive bids as it mitigates one of the major risks
in the bidding of P3 projects.

Approaches to P3 Risk Reduction
The first Canadian P3 project was a bridge to Prince

Edward Island in 1997. After they studied the P3 processes in the
United Kingdom and Australia, the Canadians put in place national P3-enabling legislation that set up a crown corporation,
and hired experts to support the use of P3 procurement by the
provinces resulting in more than 100 P3 projects.
To reduce risk, each potential project receives an extensive business analysis. Value for money spent is the key test, while finance
potential, life cycle expectations, revenue generation potential and
social acceptability are other important components. To aid the
provinces, a federal Canada P3 Fund was established on a merit
basis with funding availability for up to 25% of the projects cost.
In turn, the provinces recognized a desire on the part of municipalities to put together smaller P3 projects, and they agreed to
serve in the role of procurement agents.
Finally, the Canadians make sure there is transparency in their
model with well-publicized project pipe line lists, wide distribution of contractual documentation and published redacted versions of the signed project agreements online. There is reason to
believe that, notwithstanding a GDP slightly less than the state of
California, Canada will have as large a P3 project program in 2015
as the United States and is considered a benchmark model.
Another boost to the P3 model risk reduction has been sophisticated data development to more accurately assess long-term risk.
For an “over the top” quote on the importance of better data, the
Chairman of the Board and CEO of IBM, Ginni Romelty, predicted in a major speech: “Data promises to be for the twenty-first
century what steam power was for the eighteenth, electricity was
for the nineteenth and fossil fuels were for the twentieth – that
is, the creator of enormous wealth and progress. This opens up
significant new opportunities for our partners to help transform
economies through new business models and public private
partnerships.”

The ACCNJ Model for New Jersey
ACCNJ has carefully constructed and is already circulating
guidelines to structure a two-tiered approach for P3-enabling legislation containing lease provisions for the less-voluminous projects and important safeguards for contractors, workers and public agencies. When the New Jersey legislature begins to seriously
consider enabling legislation, as inevitably it will, here are several
critical components that should be included:
• A two-tier project development process that would: 1) allow
the state or any of its instrumentalities to solicit private businesses
to engage in delivering building and highway infrastructure projects through a public-private-partnership, and 2) allow the state
or any of its instrumentalities, counties and municipalities to utilize a lease/purchase modified public private partnership model to

Confederation Bridge over the Northumberland Strait, connecting New
Brunswick to Prince Edward Island,

finance smaller-scale projects over a longer duration.
• A requirement that contractors engaged in a public-privatepartnership obtain the appropriate registrations, classifications
and pre-qualifications with New Jersey state agencies (NJDOL WD
contractor registration, NJ-DPMC or NJ-DOT classifications and/
or prequalification).
• Provisions for oversight, prevailing wage, performance and
payment bond, and retainage.
• Private-entity assumption of full financial and administrative
responsibility for the onsite construction, reconstruction, repair,
alteration, improvement or extension of a building, structure, or
facility of the state, county or municipality provided that the project is financed in whole by the private entity and that the state,
county or municipality, retain full ownership of the land upon
which the project is completed.
• State Department oversight. In order for a P3 project application to be considered and reviewed, it should include, but not
be limited to: 1) a public private partnership agreement between
the state, county or municipality and the private developer; 2) a
full description of the project; 3) the estimated costs and financial
documentation for the project; 4) a timetable for completion of
the project.
ACCNJ CEO Jack Kocsis points out, “Any serious discussion of
future public private partnerships in New Jersey must include the
critical components outlined in this article so that public agencies,
investors and construction contractors can be assured of quality
outcomes and a level playing field.”
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AGC of America

Why We Are Fighting To Protect
Multiemployer Retirement Plans

By: Stephen E. Sandherr,
Chief Executive Officer

T

he Associated General Contractors of America has been
working with a broad coalition of labor and business groups
to protect the multiemployer retirement plans that involve
many of our member firms. Our primary message has been
that retirement security for millions of skilled American workers,
including construction workers, is at stake unless Congress acts to
shore up multiemployer plans.
The reason we are in this challenge is that tight credit markets and
a slowly recovering American economy are wreaking havoc with employers that contribute to multiemployer defined benefit plans and
to these pension programs. That is why we worked with our fellow
business and labor leaders to craft a report that we issued last year
that identifies private-sector solutions to shore up these plans and
preserve sponsor companies.
The plan, which is called “Solutions Not Bailouts: A Comprehensive Plan from Business and Labor to Safeguard Retirement Security for Multiemployer Plan Participants, Protect Taxpayers and Spur
Economic Growth,” was issued last February by the National Coordinating Committee for Multiemployer Plans. While the report calls
on Congress to give employers and employees the tools they need to
make tough choices to preserve these plans, what it does not do is
call on American taxpayers to bail them out.
Multiemployer pension plans hold nearly $500 billion in assets
that play a significant role in generating broader economic activity,
including financing a large number of construction and development projects across the country. If these plans fail, our economy

Today, because of the
recession and these
misguided rules, nearly a
quarter of all multiemployer
pension plans are
categorized as “critical”

will suffer a devastating blow. These innovative retirement plans for
decades have allowed skilled workers to move from job to job, while
providing portability by maintaining their ability to contribute to a
pension.
Conflicting tax policies have also made it harder for employers to
maintain the solvency of these plans. In addition, current law prevents employers and employees from taking common-sense steps to
secure them.
For example, tax laws actually used to prohibit firms from overfunding their plans. At that time, more than three-fourths of fully funded plans had to increase benefits to increase plan liabilities
and avoid paying tax penalties. As a result, even greater liabilities
were created that needed to be funded from future contributions or
investment returns.
Today, because of the recession and these misguided rules, nearly
a quarter of all multiemployer pension plans are categorized as “critical” — requiring the adoption of aggressive rehabilitation plans to
return to financial health — and nearly a quarter of those, including
some of the oldest and largest plans, are facing insolvency in the next
10 to 20 years.
What happens if these plans fail? The Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corp. is legally obligated to backstop these plans from the multiemployer guaranty fund. The PBGC itself is facing insolvency and
could leave workers and retirees at serious risk of dramatic and
unnecessary benefits cuts, sticking taxpayers with the bill. For example, a participant who retired at age 65 with 35 years of service, who
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would normally receive a benefit of $2,000 per month, would see
that benefit reduced to $1,251 per month if the PBGC takes over
their plan, and to as low as $125 per month if the PBGC becomes
insolvent.
The challenges facing multiemployer pension plans can be overcome without costing the taxpayers a dime. Congress should give
us the tools we need to preserve benefits, as well as strengthen and
secure the current multiemployer system for the long term. Our
plan provides early intervention for the small percentage of deeply troubled multiemployer plans, allowing workers and retirees
in those plans to maintain benefits above the PBGC guaranteed
amount, and strengthens the majority of plans that have successfully weathered the recent economic crisis and are not threatened.
Using the same example noted above, the “Solutions not
Bailouts” plan could maintain lifetime benefits at amounts far
greater than the $1,251 – or $125 – guaranteed by the PBGC.
If the plan required benefit reductions of just 5% to maintain solvency, those benefits would be preserved at $1,900 per
month, and if 15% reductions were required, benefits would
be preserved at $1,700 per month. Even under the most extreme case, participants’ benefits in this hypothetical plan
would never fall below $1,375. Of course, any plan modifications would not be approved without agreement from both
labor and management and would only be adopted if the results were
materially better for workers and retirees than plan insolvency.
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Our plan also provides trustees with new tools such as innovative
plan designs that can insulate contributing employers from financial
volatility in the future and shield participants from risk by requiring greater funding discipline. We also think any plan should include
safeguards to guarantee regular and reliable retirement security as
well as a way to support the long-term preservation of benefit levels
above the PBGC guarantee.
“Solutions not Bailouts” includes these provisions, and as Congress
begins to craft and consider legislation on this topic in the coming
months, we hope the policymakers heed these recommendations
and this critical moment. By taking these steps we can make retirement more secure for workers and protect our member firms and our
emerging economic recovery.
That is why your association has been working hard to promote
this plan and encourage members of Congress to enact legislation
that would convert our suggestions into reality. And that is why we
are hoping members like you will contact your Congressional delegation and encourage them to act on “Solutions not Bailouts.” Simply
put, the economic and social costs of Congressional inaction would
be staggering.
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Labor News

We Are Your Partner
In Productivity

By Michael Capelli,
Executive Secretary-Treasurer,
Northeast Regional Council of Carpenters

“When we work in partnership
with our signatory contractors
we multiply our ability to
exceed expectations in
performance, professionalism
and productivity.”

T

he Northeast Regional Council’s commitment
to keeping our employers productive starts by educating
our apprentices, who clock in 8,800 hours of skills training
and on-the-job experience over a five-year period
to become highly qualified journeymen carpenters. This training
is what sets our union apart from others in the industry.
We base our curricula, in part, on the valuable feedback we
receive from our trusted signatory contractors. Whether the need
is training in new tools, best practices or leadership skills, our programs are focused on developing a highly productive workforce
that understands the shared value in having a strong relationship
between union carpenters and union contractors.
One of the ways we accomplish this is through the UBC’s
3rd Year Apprentice Program. The goal of this program is to
expose apprentices to the challenges our signatory contractors
face in winning bids and provide them with an understanding of

their role in helping contractors stay competitive. In a series of
workshops held over a four-day period, apprentices learn about
the bidding process, average profit margins on projects, and key
factors in what makes a job a success for a contractor. Our members
leave the program with a better understanding of the industry as a
whole, including how their mindset affects productivity and their
employers’ ability to compete.
When we work in partnership with our signatory contractors we
multiply our ability to exceed expectations in performance, professionalism and productivity. I look forward to continuing our
work alongside our contractor partners to strengthen the union
construction industry.
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Labor News

Operating Engineers Seize
Momentum In Spring-Loaded
Economy

By Greg Lalevee
Business Manager
IUOE Local 825

O

perating Engineers are looking toward spring with a
guarded optimism that last year’s improvement in
employment will continue. Slow but detectible
economic momentum and additional infrastructure
funding are flashing positive signals.
The signs of economic improvement extend across the landscape of Operating Engineers’ expertise, from bridge construction
to pipeline projects and heavy highway, not to mention the road
resurfacing that will be needed as a result of a brutally cold winter.

We Build Bridges
Along the Hudson River near the site of the new Tappan Zee
crossing cranes line the river. More than a hundred engineers are
involved in pile-driving and site preparation.
Work is ready to begin on raising the Bayonne Bridge and refurbishing both the Goethals Bridge and Pulaski Skyway. The nearby Route 7 Wittpenn Bridge and the Manahawkin Bay Bridge and
Causeway in Ocean County will all provide meaningful, long-term
work for many of our members.

We Pave the Way
Motorists who use the New Jersey Turnpike are less than a
year away from experiencing some of the benefit of the higher tolls
they’ve been paying the last five years.
The $2.5 billion New Jersey Turnpike expansion project to
widen the toll road between Exits 6 and 9 is on schedule for

“Our commitment to training is
what sets our members apart
from non-union Operating
Engineers.”

completion this year. The majority of the work, performed in
sections over the 35-mile-stretch, is close to completion, according
to the Turnpike Authority.
The new roadway is scheduled to open by summer. Once it
does, the existing roadways will close for repaving and repairs. The
entire stretch is scheduled to be opened to drivers by
Thanksgiving.

We Channel Energy
Having completed construction of the Spectra Energy
New York/New Jersey Pipeline Expansion in November, Local 825
is again teaming up with the Texas-based natural gas giant to help
win approval of the proposed Spectra Algonquin Incremental
Market (AIM) project.
The Spectra AIM project would expand the pipeline capacity of
the existing Algonquin Gas Transmission System, which stretches
across New Jersey from Lambertville to New York, Connecticut,
Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
This project includes 21.4 miles of various segments
of pipe, including sections of pipe replacement and new
pipe. Another dramatic pullback beneath the Hudson
River is planned using directional drilling; three new meter
stations will be built and two more will be refurbished.
Influential in helping win approval for the Northeast Extension
in 2011, our Local 825 members are rallying to repeat their success.
To date, hundreds of members have written letters to the
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Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), the agency that
must approve the project. The process is expected to take months
but, once approved, it will create a jobs pipeline of its own, well
into the future.

Touching the Sky
Residential and high-rise construction has been on the rise.
In Atlantic City, a vacant-land giveaway has been proposed
for developers to build 400 housing units and a new Boardwalk
in the Inlet. A new four-year college and several housing projects
are already in the works, including one recently announced by
Shaquille O’Neal’s development group.
Jersey City will soon welcome New Jersey’s second-tallest building, the URL (Urban Living Ready) Harborside apartment complex at Greene and Hudson streets. At 69 stories tall, it will contain 763 energy-efficient rental units. A joint project of Mack-Cali
Realty Corp. and Ironstate Development, it will be part of MackCali’s Harborside Plaza and the first of three planned high-rise
apartments in the city.

Training Centers
Training is a vital element in what gives our members a competitive advantage in the workplace and Local 825 continues to invest
in its training facilities and state-of-the-art equipment.
Offices and training classes destroyed by lightening in 2006 are

being rebuilt and a new section is expected to open before summer.
A second training facility will be constructed about 100 miles
away in Wawayanda, NY. This will serve our members in five
counties of New York State and will be more convenient to many
members who live in the northern and western areas of New Jersey.
Our commitment to training is what sets our members apart
from non-union Operating Engineers. It is what makes using Local 825 members more efficient and ultimately more profitable.
Our members are consistently the best trained, most experienced
Operating Engineers offering the highest levels of skills available
anywhere in the country, let alone the New York and New Jersey
area.

Building Success
Local 825 collaborates with organizations throughout its area
of jurisdiction to help promote development. During the Super
Bowl, the Local was one of several statewide organizations that
participated with Choose New Jersey in reaching out to businesses
from around the country. And its labor-management arm, ELEC
– for Engineers Labor-Employer Cooperative – continues to
work with contractors to help identify and win construction bids.
As we prepare to spring forward, we continually look for new
ways to join with our signatory contractors to build a future that
is bright for us all.

Hewitt Pipeline

Whitpenn Bridge
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Article

Meet Deborah Gramiccioni, New Deputy
Executive Director, Port Authority of NY and NJ
For many years, our Association has maintained an open line of communication with the Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey that has mutually served us well by allowing issues and concerns to be addressed
with immediacy. We continued this important connection in a recent dialogue with newly appointed Deputy
Executive Director Deborah Gramiccioni.

ACCNJ: As Deputy Executive Director, what is your primary role
at the Port Authority?
Gramiccioni: My primary role at the Port Authority has been
to advocate for New Jersey issues as the top executive staff member from New Jersey. In my position, I have been a proponent of
infrastructure improvements to keep our region economically
competitive and help move goods and travelers more efficiently
around the region. I am also proud to say that our infrastructure
projects have been responsible for 550,000 jobs and $80 billion
in annual economic activity. I have taken the lead to make sure
that important Port Authority projects such as the raising of the
roadway of the Bayonne Bridge, the construction of a new Harrison PATH Station, extending the PATH train to Newark Liberty
International Airport, and the replacement of the Goethals Bridge
continue to be important priorities for the agency.

public agencies. I understand how important the public’s confidence in our mission is and I support returning the agency to our
core transportation mission.
In the longer term, the Port Authority’s $27.6 billion 10-year
capital plan was approved at my first board meeting. I have joined
the agency at the exact moment when we must help guide a
portfolio full of mega-projects while still maintaining state-ofgood-repair for our existing facilities. Just at our last board meeting, the board authorized the program to replace the suspender
cables at the George Washington Bridge—the first time in its
history—and build new ADA-accessible bicycle and pedestrian
sidewalks. It is the first major program of our new capital plan
and our top priority state-of-good-repair project. I look forward
to continuing to commence the new projects of our capital plan in
the coming years.

ACCNJ: What are your short-term and long-term goals for the
agency?

ACCNJ: With the 10-year capital plan now approved, how will
Public Private Partnerships (P3s) play a role in the financing of
critical projects ?

Gramiccioni: In the short term, I hope to continue to advance
good governance at the Port Authority and restore the public’s
trust in the agency. I have not taken a “business as usual” stance
since arriving here, and I have been promoting the implementation of best practices to bring the agency in line with other similar

Gramiccioni: Yes, P3s will continue to help the Port Authority
finance major infrastructure projects in this time of constrained
capital capacity and hard economic realities. For example, the Port
Authority has included the replacement of Terminal 3 at Newark
Liberty with a new state-of-the-art terminal in our 10-year capital
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“In the short term, I hope to continue to
advance good governance at the Port
Authority and restore the public’s trust in
the agency.”
plan. We are exploring using a P3 to raise funds for a large portion
of the cost of construction. In addition, the Port Authority will be
completely replacing LaGuardia Airport’s Central Terminal Building (CTB) while keeping the airport operational for the duration of
construction. The CTB will be built using a P3 that will save the Port
Authority nearly $1 billion in capital capacity, which can be used on
other important infrastructure projects.
ACCNJ: With oversight of critical infrastructure in New York and
New Jersey, how does the Port Authority determine what method of
procurement will be most efficient?
Gramiccioni: Port Authority has a full-time procurement office that
maintains the agency’s procurement standards. The Port Authority
strives to maintain the highest levels of honesty, integrity, and public
trust in all its endeavors. We expect our vendors to cooperate with us
to ensure the integrity of our procurement processes. The Port Authority often solicits more complex procurements through the use
of the Request for Proposals (RFP) process. In this process, the Port
Authority issues an RFP document outlining the scope of the work
as well as the contractual terms and selection criteria. Consistent
with its long-standing commitment to maximize business opportunities for small-, minority- and woman-owned business enterprises,
the Port Authority conducts its own certification process for each of
these categories – SBE, MBE, WBE – and may set aside various procurement opportunities or establish good faith goals, up to 12% for
participation by certified M/W/SBE contractors in most contracts.
In fact, in 2012 M/W/SBEs were awarded $332 million in contracts
with the Port Authority and our tenants in goods and services, architectural, engineering, and construction procurement categories.
ACCNJ: Superstorm Sandy severely damaged nearly all the Port
Authority facilities, particularly through flooding of the airports,
tunnels and PATH system. What steps have been taken by the Port
to prevent this level of damage again?

Deputy Executive
Director
Deborah L. Gramiccioni
Deborah Gramiccioni was
appointed Deputy Executive
Director of The Port Authority of New York & New Jersey in
December 2013 by Governor
Chris Christie.
Prior to joining the Port Authority, Ms. Gramiccioni served as
the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Policy and Cabinet Liaison and Director of the Authorities Unit under Governor Christie. Before joining
the Governor’s staff, she served as the Director of the
Division of Criminal Justice for the Office of the
Attorney General where she oversaw criminal
investigations and prosecutions brought by the State of
New Jersey.
Before she came to work in State government, Ms.
Gramiccioni served as an Assistant United States Attorney for the District of New Jersey. In September 2004, she
was promoted to the position of Chief of the Commercial Crimes Unit, where she supervised the prosecution
of white collar crimes involving financial fraud, identity
theft and intellectual property. In November 2005, Ms.
Gramiccioni was appointed Assistant Chief of the Fraud
Section in the Criminal Division of the US Department
of Justice in Washington, DC, where she supervised
cases brought nationwide under the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act.
Ms. Gramiccioni began her law career as an associate at Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher and Flom LLP,
and then served a clerkship for the Honorable Alfred J.
Lechner, Jr., United States District Judge for the District
of New Jersey.
Ms. Gramiccioni graduated magna cum laude from the
University of Pennsylvania in 1994 and the University of
Virginia School of Law in 1997.

Gramiccioni: The Port Authority’s facilities sustained significant
damage related to Superstorm Sandy. Nearly every one of our facilities suffered some type of impact related to the storm. Within a year
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of Sandy, the Port Authority installed priority protective measures at its facilities to stop the intrusion of water. These measures have included stop logs, semi-permanent Hesco barriers,
watertight doors for critical components, as well as improved
water-pumping capacity. As the WTC site nears the completion
of construction, the openings for water to enter the site are being
sealed as the infrastructure is built to street grade. Additionally, the agency is in the process of evaluating future projects for
added resiliency to help our facilities minimize the impacts of a
similar future storm.

The Port Authority of NY
and NJ Facilities

ACCNJ: In 2012, the Port Authority responded to audit findings
by implementing several initiatives aimed at reforming the Agency.
Can you provide an update on these initiatives?
Gramiccioni: At the end of 2011, the Port Authority ordered a complete review of the agency, including its past and current governance,
management and financial practices, as well as its capital projects
and spending that included a focus on the World Trade Center site.
Within three months, the agency implemented sweeping employee
compensation and benefits reform. By September of 2012, the review
concluded with more organizational, operational, and governance
changes to streamline the agency and promote a more effective delivery of our capital program. We continue to make much progress
and our Board of Commissioners’ Special Oversight Committee has
offered solutions to make our governance process more transparent.

George Washington Bridge

Newark Liberty International
Airport

PATH Rail Transit

*Atlantic City International Airport
The Port Authority has an agreement with the South Jersey Transportation
Authority (SJTA) to perform certain general management services and functions for Atlantic City International Airport located in Egg Harbor Township,
New Jersey.

Goethals Bridge
Map from Port Authority of NY and NJ Website
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Safety and Training

Hired A Union
Craftworker Lately?

By Jill Schiff, Executive
Director of Operations

W

hen you as a union contractor hire union
craftworkers, how much thought do you put into
how they were trained to do the job you expect them
to do? Probably not too much. And that’s okay. You
hire them to do a job you assume they will be capable of doing
accurately, productively and, most of all, safely. Why is that?
Union contractors have the advantage of hiring craftworkers that
have successfully completed rigorous programs at some of the
country’s finest training centers. Craftworkers are afforded the opportunity to learn a craft, refine it and put it to use on jobsites every
day. How this happens is no secret, but it’s not shouted from the
rooftops either.
Creating an educated, skilled workforce is to the credit of many:
Instructors, training directors, joint apprenticeship training committees, contractors, union leadership and associations all play a
part in educating today’s laborers, carpenters, bricklayers, operating engineers, ironworkers and specialty trades alike. Gone are the
days of hiring someone with a strong back, two arms and a neck.
Today’s workforce spends three to five years not only learning the
basics of their craft, but also incorporating the newest technologies
both in the classroom and out in the field, as well as safety procedures that range from reading safety data sheets to suiting up
in a hospital environment to comply with Infection Control Risk
Assessment guidelines.
This training is coupled with lessons in labor history, blueprint reading, teamwork, and tolerance and diversity. And on a regular basis, the training centers welcome contractor participation

in a variety of ways. Curriculum review tops the list. Contractor
feedback is imperative in creating coursework material that will
best suit the contractors’ needs. Ridding programs of outdated
information and making room for updated techniques is key.
In addition, having a realistic understanding of the contractor’s role in construction is an empowering piece of shaping apprentices. While you would think this is understood, the concept
can be difficult to someone new to the industry. One of the most
appreciated classes at any training center is the presentation made
by a contractor to a first-year apprentice class. It is important in
fostering the new apprentice’s ability to grasp the big picture of the
construction process from start to finish, including profit margins.
There is no better way for them to “get it” than to hear it firsthand
from the contractor.
But it doesn’t stop there. Being a union craftworker means lifelong learning. While this may sound very cliché, it is undeniably
true. Moving from apprentice to journey worker doesn’t exempt
anyone from continuing their education. Classes are offered nights
and weekends to accommodate craftworkers’ and contractors’
schedules. This information is distributed regularly to Association
members to keep them and their steady complement of craftworkers aware of what’s available. From OSHA, first aid/CPR, hazardous waste and rigging to traffic control/flagger, plastering, framing,
and lead renovator, the training centers offer the best education
money can buy, at no cost to the craftworkers. Your investment in
these facilities is an investment that pays off tenfold. Stop by and
visit the centers; you’ll be glad you did.
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Safety and Training

OSHA Globally Harmonized System:
Universal Hazard Labeling
By: Robert J. Sagendorf, CSP, CHST, SGE
Eii, Inc.

O

n March 26, 2012, OSHA finalized a rule which
brings the OSHA Hazard Communication Standard
(HCS) in line with the United Nations’ Globally
Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of
Chemicals (GHS). This rule will enhance OSHA’s Hazard
Communication “Right to Know” Standard that was originally
promulgated in 1983.

What is GHS?
GHS refers to the United Nations (UN) Globally Harmonized
System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals.
GHS establishes new rules for hazardous chemicals in
41
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transportation, workplace use and consumer use, as well as special
rules for pesticides. GHS also includes new Material Safety Data
Sheet (MSDS), or Safety Data Sheet (SDS), requirements and new
hazard symbols. The GHS Standards includes:
• Classifying chemicals
• Symbols and Labeling requirements for hazards
• Safety Data Sheet (SDS) requirements
• Employee Training

Why GHS?
Throughout the world there exist differences between the various (national and regional) systems that control the classification

of chemicals. GHS began as a result of the recognition by the
United Nations (UN) for the need to harmonize these separate
systems between the countries, and even within individual countries. It is meant to “harmonize” existing systems by establishing
a unique and universal system for identifying hazardous materials and providing warnings to users.
It is anticipated that GHS will improve worker safety, decrease
supplier costs, and generally make international shipment and
sales of chemical products easier, as well as ensure that people
worldwide receive the same basic standard of protection when
using a hazardous chemical or product.
OSHA also asserts the new standard will “result in cost savings
to American businesses of more than $475 million in productivity improvements, fewer safety data sheet and label updates and
simpler new hazard communication training.” (www.osha.gov/
dsg/hazcom/HCSFactsheet.html)

Who will be affected by GHS? Who has to
comply with GHS?
GHS affects any company who has chemicals in the workplace.
All employers with hazardous chemicals in their workplaces must
have labels and safety data sheets for their exposed workers, and
train them to handle the chemicals appropriately.

What are the implications of GHS on my
MSDSs?
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) will now be called Safety
Data Sheets (SDS) and the format will be standardized into 16
sections to include:
1) Chemical Identification
2) Hazard Identification
3) Composition/Information on Ingredients
4) First Aid measures
5) Firefighting measures
6) Accidental release measures
7) Handling and storage
8) Exposure controls/personal protection
9) Physical and chemical properties
10) Stability and reactivity
11) Toxicological information
12) Ecological information
13) Disposal considerations
14) Transport information
15) Regulatory information
16) Other information including date of preparation or
last revision

Will I have to update my MSDSs?
Yes. All MSDSs need to be updated into the new SDS format.

What GHS changes will be seen first?
Labels will now carry specified signal words, hazard statements
and symbols or pictograms. Standardized health hazard and physical
property criteria will be used on Safety Data Sheets and on labels.

Will I have to update my labels on my
secondary containers?
Yes, any secondary containers (gas, diesel, cleaning solvents, form
release, etc.) will also need to be re-labeled under the GHS labeling
system.

What are the deadlines (transition period) for
adopting the new GHS regulations for
Systems and Processes?
• By December 1, 2013, employers are required to have trained
their employees on the new SDS format and label elements.
• By June 1, 2015, chemical manufacturers, importers, distributors
and employers must be in compliance with the new GHS changes.
• After December 1, 2015, chemical containers cannot be shipped
unless they have the new, GHS-compliant labels.
• By June 1, 2016, employers must update alternative workplace
labeling and hazard communication program as necessary, and provide additional employee training for newly identified physical or
health hazards.

Where can I get my questions answered about
OSHA’s new GHS?
Visit OSHA’s website at https://www.osha.gov/dsg/hazcom/index.htm. There are excellent downloadable resources such as OSHA
Briefs, Fact Sheets and Quick Cards that can be used for employee
training.

Will the ACCNJ have any future classes to assist
us in the GHS implementation and training?
Yes. ACCNJ will continue to offer programs for members in order
to assist with complying with GHS and other OSHA standards.
Robert Sagendorf, CSP, CHST is the corporate safety director for ACCNJ member Eii, Inc.
Mr. Sagendorf is responsible for Eii’s health and safety activities for construction as well
as safety and health audits for all work sites.
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Legal Update

Local 469 Trustees Reshape Withdrawal Liability Rules
To Keep Employers and Save Their Pension Plan
By Jack Widman, Esq., Susanin, Widman & Brennan, P.C.

M

ultiemployer defined benefit pension plans have
served union construction employers and workers
alike for many generations, providing portable
retirement security for trained employees who are
free to serve an industry of employers as their pensions grow.
These plans, in combination with multiemployer welfare plans and
apprentice programs, have allowed small construction employers
to enjoy and benefit from the availability of a skilled workforce
that otherwise could only be provided by much larger and sophisticated employers. Defined benefit pension plans historically have
been more efficient and cost-effective in delivering retirement
security than defined contribution plans because they pool
longevity risk and have provided superior investment returns
– about 46% cheaper according to the National Institute On
Retirement Security. 1
Unfortunately, multiemployer pension plans are at risk, having
suffered the disastrous effects of the financial market declines in
2001-3 and 2008 and the permanent loss of the contributing employers that once were relied upon to fund the pension promises
from the middle of the twentieth century until now. Like many
Teamster pension plans, the Teamsters Local 469 Pension Plan
was severely damaged by these broader market forces. Although
the Pension Protection Act (“PPA”) provided some breathing
room for the Local 469 Plan, by 2010 it became clear to ACCNJ
leadership (at that time, AGC of NJ) that the Local 469 Plan and
other Teamster plans were in trouble and were causing employers
to abandon the industry prematurely in order to avoid being saddled with more than their share of the Plan’s unfunded liability.
As of January 2010, the Local 469 Pension Plan was severely underfunded (56%) and suffering from a crippling imbalance in its
active/retiree population (1 active to every 4.24 retirees). This imbalance reflected the loss of contributing employers and forced the
Local 469 Plan Trustees to recognize that the Plan could not “earn”
its way out of its severe funding deficiency through enhanced
investment returns (they already assumed a fairly hefty invest-

ment return of 7.5%). Thus, the Trustees were left with only two
options to pay off the Plan’s unfunded liability: cut the cost of
future benefit accruals, thereby freeing up more of the contribution rate to pay off the liability, or increase the contribution rate,
or both.
The Trustees acted prudently and in compliance with the PPA.
They adopted a rehabilitation plan in 2010 that required contribution rate increases of $0.60 per year each year from 2013 through
2041, they eliminated adjustable benefits (the 30-and-out pension
and the 20-year early-retirement subsidies), and they reduced the
future accrual rate by 75%. The Rehabilitation Plan was originally projected to remove the Local 469 Plan from critical status
in 2039. However, the Local 469 leadership soon realized that
the Union and the Pension Fund were faced with an unavoidable
“Catch 22”: in order to repair the funding problems faced by
the Local 469 Plan, Local 469 needed to organize more employers to increase the plan’s contribution base. Yet, they could not
organize new employers unless they exempted them from
contributing to the underfunded pension plan, which the PPA
prohibited.
At the same time, Association members that employed Local
469 members and contributed to the Plan were fearful they would
be required to pay off more than their fair share of the Plan’s growing unfunded liability if they remained in the Plan. In response,
ACCNJ leadership and Local 469 leadership developed revisions to
the Local 469 Pension Plan’s withdrawal liability rules that would
hopefully stabilize the remaining bargaining unit by eliminating the
negative impact of the Pension Plan’s escalating unfunded liability
on employer business decisions. The group consulted with ACCNJ’s
legal counsel and a consulting actuarial firm along with the Plan’s
Actuary and Legal Counsel, and developed revisions to those rules.
The Local 469 Pension Plan Trustees embraced the Association’s input and proposals and adopted the revised withdrawal
liability rules in March 2013. The revised rules were submitted
for approval in April 2013 to the Pension Benefit Guaranty
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Corporation (“PBGC”). Representatives of the Local 469 Pension
Fund and ACCNJ attended two information sessions with PBGC
officials in Washington to promote approval of the revised withdrawal liability rules. Pursuant to input from those meetings, the
Trustees modified the rules to enhance the likelihood of PBGC
approval.

Revising the Rules
The group was faced with two sets of withdrawal liability rules
to revise if they were to be successful in stemming the exodus of
contributing employers: the Standard Withdrawal Liability Rules
and the Mass Withdrawal Liability Rules.
• Revised Standard Withdrawal Rules
These rules apply when a contributing employer terminates
its collective bargaining relationship with Local 469 or simply
closes its doors but the other employers continue contributing
for more than three years thereafter. A withdrawing employer is
obligated to pay its share of the Plan’s unfunded liability, which
roughly equals the Plan’s unfunded liability experience (gains
and losses) multiplied by a ratio of the employer’s contributions
as compared to all employer contributions. Under the Standard Withdrawal Rules, increases in unfunded liability that have
occurred in the last 10 years have the biggest effect on the employer’s liability. Once that number is calculated, the withdrawing
employer is required to pay off its withdrawal liability by making quarterly payments that are equal to the employer’s highest contribution rate to the Plan multiplied by the employer’s
highest average contribution hours over the previous 10 years.
However, a withdrawing employer’s payment obligation is capped
at 20 years, even though the payments have not fully paid off the
employer’s withdrawal liability. The 20-year cap understandably
becomes relevant as a Pension Plan spirals toward insolvency.
The formula described above created growing fears among the
remaining employers that they would be the so-called “last man
standing.” In other words, as employers withdrew from the Plan in
bankruptcy or simply without assets, the Plan’s unfunded liability
would grow and the surviving employers’ share of that unfunded
liability would grow. Moreover, increases in the contribution rate
to the Plan that were aimed at re-funding the Plan were causing
the employer’s projected quarterly payment obligation to skyrocket. In response, the remaining contributing employers were consciously reducing the number of Teamsters they employed, which
in turn accelerated the demise of the Plan. By late 2012, it became
clear that the Plan would not survive and would become insolvent
within approximately 12 years.
Local 469’s leadership and the Local 469 Trustees agreed with
the Association that the Standard Withdrawal Rules needed to be
revised to eliminate this problem. The group collaborated to develop revised rules that would be available to an employer that
remained in the Plan until it became insolvent and thereafter with45
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drew. These rules can be summarized as follows:
1. A current employer’s withdrawal liability on or after the
Plan’s insolvency date would be no greater than what the employer’s liability would have been if it withdrew from the Plan
in 2013, so long as the employer remains a contributing employer through the insolvency date and withdraws more than
three years before the plan terminates in a mass withdrawal.
2. The elapsed time during which the employer contributed to
the Local 469 Plan from 2013 through the employer’s withdrawal
date would be credited toward satisfying the employer’s obligation
to make quarterly withdrawal liability payments (which are subject to a 20-year cap under ERISA), regardless of the level of those
contributions (although presumably higher than a 70% contribution decline, which triggers a partial withdrawal). Thus, if the
employer withdraws from the Local 469 Plan in 2023 (and after
the Plan has become insolvent), the employer will be required to
make only 10 more years of payments rather than the 20 years
of payments required under ERISA’s standard withdrawal liability
provisions.
3. The employer’s withdrawal liability payment obligation on
and after the withdrawal would be no less than 80% nor greater than 100% of the payment requirement that would have
been required if the employer withdrew from the Local 469
Plan in 2013. In other words, the employer would be free to increase the size of its bargaining unit after 2013 without fear of
increasing its payment obligation in the event of a withdrawal.
• Revised Mass Withdrawal Rules
It is more likely that the Local 469 Plan will terminate by a
so-called “Mass Withdrawal” if it becomes insolvent. A multiemployer defined benefit pension plan terminates by mass withdrawal when every employer ceases to have an obligation to contribute
to the plan. A plan terminated by mass withdrawal continues in
operation until is able to pay all non-forfeitable benefits – in other
words, it uses its remaining assets to pay benefits and it seeks mass
withdrawal liability payments from the withdrawing employers
to supplement that pool. A plan terminated by mass withdrawal generally may eliminate any benefit improvements occurring
in the five years preceding the termination. Further, if the Plan
has become insolvent, it cuts benefits and if necessary can borrow
from the PBGC to continue to pay benefits at the PBGC-insured
benefit level. The PBGC-insured benefit level is about 30% of the
Plan’s promised benefit level and tops out at $1200 per month, no
matter how much the Plan has promised. The minimum insured
benefit is around $125 per month. An employer withdrawing
within a three-year window of the mass withdrawal is deemed to
have been part of the mass withdrawal and is required to pay mass
withdrawal liability. Mass withdrawal liability exceeds Standard
Withdrawal Liability because it includes that amount plus a reallocation of all previously unpaid withdrawal liability and because
the 20-year cap doesn’t apply.

The Trustees realized that these aspects of the Plan’s Mass
Withdrawal Rules were creating a greater incentive for employers to withdraw from the Plan as soon as possible. Accordingly, they developed the following revised Mass Withdrawal Rules
which largely track the revised Standard Withdrawal Rules:
1. A current employer’s mass withdrawal liability on or after
the Plan’s insolvency date would be no greater than what the employer’s mass withdrawal liability would have been if it participated in a mass withdrawal from the Plan in 2013, so long as the
employer remains a contributing employer through the insolvency date and thereafter the Plan terminates in a mass withdrawal.
2. The employer’s mass withdrawal liability payment obligation
would be capped at 25 years and the elapsed time during which the
employer contributed to the Local 469 Plan from 2013 through
the mass withdrawal date would be credited toward satisfying the
employer’s obligation to make quarterly withdrawal liability payments, regardless of the level of those contributions (again, presumably higher than a 70% decline which triggers a partial withdrawal). Thus, if a mass withdrawal occurs in 2023 (and after the
Plan becomes insolvent), the employer will be required to make 15
more years of payments rather than the likely unlimited payment
requirement under ERISA’s mass withdrawal liability provisions.
3. The employer’s mass withdrawal liability payment obli-

gation on and after the mass withdrawal would be no less than
80% nor greater than 100% of the payment requirement that
would have been required if a mass withdrawal occurred in
2013. In other words, the employer would be free to increase
the size of its bargaining unit after 2013 without fear of increasing its payment obligation in the event of a mass withdrawal.
The proposed rules have been adopted by the Plan pending approval by the PBGC. The PBGC has expressed enthusiasm for the
proposed rules, noting that they may become a model for other
similarly distressed plans. The Trustees hope the revised Rules
will serve to stabilize the employer contribution base pending
Congressional action to enact new pension reform legislation. If
Congress amends ERISA to allow the Trustees to reduce accrued
benefits in accordance with the recommendations of the National Coordinating Committee for Multiemployer Plans, as outlined
in “Solutions Not Bailouts: A Comprehensive Plan from Business
and Labor to Safeguard Retirement Security for Multiemployer
Plan Participants, Protect Taxpayers and Spur Economic Growth,”
issued last February by the NCCMP, the Trustees and the Associations hope that the Plan will avoid insolvency altogether.

Other Changes
In addition to the above, the Trustees adopted a bifurcated pool method for calculating withdrawal liability for New
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Employers that begin participating in the Pension Plan after 2012
(the “New Pool Employers”). This feature essentially created a plan
within a plan. The new plan will track benefit accruals, contributions, investment returns, and actuarial gains and losses separately
for the new Pool Employers, which would encourage more new employers to enter the Plan instead of shying away due to the high liability of the current “Legacy Plan.” The Trustees hope the bifurcated
pool method will attract New Pool Employers, whose contribution
margin will help pay down the Legacy Pool’s unfunded liability.
The Trustees have also adopted and are seeking approval for
ERISA’s construction industry exemption for all contributing employers that are construction jobsite employers, including the current contributing employers. Under that rule, such employers will
not incur withdrawal liability if they close their businesses and do
not resume operations within the jurisdiction of the Plan for at
least five years thereafter.

2014 Sunset of the Pension Protection Act
The ACCNJ hopes Congress will enact pension reform legislation that is consistent with the recommendations of the NCCMP,
thereby providing the Local 469 Plan Trustees with additional
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tools for preventing insolvency and attracting new employers.
Such reform legislation is necessary given that much of the PPA
will expire on December 31, 2014. The PPA’s sunset will not affect rehabilitation plans or funding improvement plans that are
in place on December 31, 2014. Unfortunately, no one is sure of
the effect, if any, that the sunset provision will have on Plans that
are not complying with their funding improvement plans or rehabilitation plans, and whether Congress will enact further pension
legislation before the end of the year. No bill had been presented
to either chamber of Congress as of March 2014 . The Association is working closely with the national association counterparts
and with organized labor to ensure that reform legislation will be
enacted to further stabilize a very precarious industry.

1“A

Better Bang for the Buck”, Beth Almeida and William Fornia,
National Institute on Retirement Security, August 2008, page 1.
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Government Affairs Report

Special Congressional Panel Explores
Public Private Partnerships

T

By Michael A. Travostino,
Government Affairs Director

en years from now the construction industry nationally
may look back on 2014 as the year of the Public Private
Partnership (P3). More than 30 states currently allow for P3
or gap financing to fund building and infrastructure projects,
and the volume of proposed P3 projects facilitating the construction and capital improvement of public agencies around
the US is rising. These factors have forced local, state and
the federal government to further explore utilizing this project delivery method, which may enable courthouses, bridges,
schools, transit systems, roads and other public works projects to be built. In February 2014, a special Congressional panel was formed to focus on the use and opportunities for P3s.
Let’s take a look at the panel’s creation and activities to date.
The US House of Representatives’ Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure Chairman Bill Schuster (R-PA) and
Ranking Member Nick Rahall (D-WV) announced the establishment of the committee’s next special panel during 2014’s winter
session. The panel’s focus is narrow in scope to explore the use
and opportunities for P3s across modes of transportation, economic development, public buildings, water and maritime infrastructure. The full committee’s Vice Chairman John Duncan
(R-TN) will chair the newly formed panel with Michael Capuano
(D-MA) serving as the ranking member. Other committee members include Candice Miller (R-MI), Peter Defazio (D-OR), Lou
Barletta (R-PA), Rick Larsen (D-WA), Tom Rice (R-SC), Sean
Patrick Maloney (D-NY), Mark Meadows (R-NC) and Scott Perry (R-PA). By rules of the committee adopted at the beginning of
the current Congressional legislative session, this special panel
was established with members serving for a period of six months.
Specifically, the Congressional panel is authorized to examine the
current state of P3s nationally to identify the following: 1) the
role P3s play in development of transportation and infrastructure
projects in the US and their impact on our nation’s economy; 2) if/
how P3s enhance delivery and management of transportation and

infrastructure projects beyond the capabilities of government
agencies; and 3) how to balance the needs of the public and private sectors when considering, developing and implementing P3
projects.
At the P3 panel’s first meeting in early March, committee members heard from industry representatives, members of the contracting community, engineers, state DOTs and Congressional
budget analysts. Those testifying discussed lessons learned from
P3 projects in which they have engaged. They also stressed to the
panel the importance of being able to advance a multitude of projects through the use of P3s, projects that would not have been
developed for a number of years without P3 delivery methods.
Congressional panelists in turn shared their individual thoughts
on long-term advantages and disadvantages of different P3 structures across the country. Conversely, the P3 panel members also
shared their collective belief that P3s are not the sole solution to
our nation’s infrastructure crises and one of the most vital elements
continues to be the need for dedicated public funding. Following
the panelists’ remarks, Congressional representatives raised other issues, including range of private-sector involvement, scope of defined
responsibility and the degree of risk assumed by the private sector.
AGC of America has begun to meet with Congressional panel members to discuss the issues surrounding P3s from the
contractor’s perspective. According to AGC of America, “As
the panel continues to explore the pros and cons of the use of
P3s in the financing of infrastructure projects, AGC looks forward to sharing the experiences of our members who have participated in P3 projects across the committee’s jurisdiction.”
ACCNJ is engaged in discussions at the state level regarding the use
of P3s, and remains focused on protecting the contracting community, project viability and New Jersey taxpayers. For more information about the Congressional P3 panels’ activities, data on P3 projects
around the country, or updates on state P3 initiatives, please contact the Government Affairs Department at the Association office.
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Labor Management Cooperative

Training Fund Earns ANSI Accreditation
By: Robert Lewandowski, NJLIUNA Communications Director

I

n almost any instance, in almost any industry, consumers
want to know they are getting value for their money - that
the car they just bought will be reliable; that the doctor they
are visiting is skilled. Construction is no different, which is
why LIUNA Training recently completed a three-year process
culminating in accreditation from the prestigious American
National Standards Institute (ANSI). People who hire LIUNA
members now receive assurance that its instructor certification
programs meet rigorous, nationally recognized standards for
quality.

What ANSI means
You have probably seen the ANSI designation on some of your
personal protective equipment, maybe a hardhat or respirator, and
wondered what is meant. ANSI refers to itself as the “voice of the
US standards and conformity assessment system.” Its mission is to
promote and facilitate voluntary consensus standards - what should
be considered proper or of good quality. It then works to safeguard
the standards through evaluation and assessment. In other words,
ANSI certification indicates a certain standard of excellence, and
certifications aren’t just given away—organizations must earn them.
LIUNA Vice President and Eastern Regional Manager Raymond Pocino called the ANSI accreditation an important assurance and strong marketing tool. “It is not enough for our Union
to say we are doing a good job,” explained Pocino. “We wanted to show contractors, developers and other decision-makers
that independent evaluators think we are doing a good job too.
ANSI certification gives us greater credibility moving forward.”

Starting with Instructors
ANSI accreditation must be for a specific purpose. LIUNA
Training made the decision to first seek accreditation for its
instructor certification program. The accreditation signifies

that each instructor certified by LIUNA has completed a prescribed course of study designed specifically to meet predefined
industry requirements. The requirements fall into five categories.
• The placement assessment, which measures an instructors’
knowledge and skills in the areas of teaching, math, reading and
computer.
• The online adult learning and teaching course, which gives instructors a foundational knowledge of adult education theory.
• The Level I, II and III instructor training, which includes
instruction on computers and managing the classroom.
• The ANSI-compliant Certification Examination, which measures instructors’ achievement of LIUNA Training’s instructional
standards.
• The Certification Maintenance and Life-Long Learning, which
ensures instructors remain current with industry trends and
continuously improve their professional practice.
National LIUNA Training Director John LeConche thinks the
ANSI accreditation reaffirms a key union value. “Going through
this voluntary process validates our organizational philosophy of
striving for the highest quality standards and acts as an additional reminder of our responsibility to continuously improve the
educational programs and services we provide,” he said. “We are
proud to be a part of boosting the overall quality of the American
workforce.”
It is possible that LIUNA will seek more ANSI accreditations in the future, possibly for specific courses. For
right now, however, its goal is simple - to continue offering instructors the support and guidance they need so they can
provide members the very best safety and skills training
possible. It is a formula that is working for LIUNA. Just ask ANSI.
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Labor Management Cooperative

International Union of Bricklayers & Allied Craftworkers
Administrative District Council of New Jersey – Locals #2, 4 & 5
By: Richard E. Tolson, Director

T

he following Director’s Report was originally published
in January in the Bricklayers’ publication for our union
members. We reprint an excerpt here to share with our
employers.

In our ever-changing world and industry, it is important we
constantly reflect and review our challenges and try to implement
reality-based solutions to those challenges. As 2013 comes to a
close, your Union’s leadership is doing that once again and I want
to share with all of you what we see, what we hear, and how we plan
to respond.
One of the major challenges our Union faces is to be able to
complete on a level playing field. From the use of undocumented
workers by less-than-responsible employers, to the effect on our
craft by how other crafts operate, to legislation and enforcement of
existing laws, we face daunting challenges that must be overcome.
First, the exploitation of undocumented workers in this state
and our nation can no longer be tolerated. We are competing
against wages that don’t even cover our health care cost! The state
and federal tax base is being eroded by employers not paying their
fair share. We must have diligent enforcement by the New Jersey
Department of Labor of prevailing wage laws that guarantee the
appropriate wages are being paid. We will also call on New Jersey’s policy-makers to guarantee that where state tax dollars are
being afforded, either directly or through incentive programs, that
New Jersey tax dollars when spent in construction go to jobs for
New Jersey workers! We can also level the playing field in markets
where we no longer compete, working with like-minded crafts implementing our market recovery agreement. Your Union is working with the Carpenters, Ironworkers, Operating Engineers and
any other craft willing to do what is necessary to recapture market
share. But we will no longer be hamstrung by anyone unwilling to
accept the reality of these markets. We cannot allow any other craft
to dictate our future when it is the members of the BAC that create

the productivity for the employers in our industry.
We will continue to raise our visibility to owners, developers,
general contractors, architects and engineers, legislators, and the
public in general. As most of you are aware, your Union initiated a
marketing program almost two years ago to present the NJBAC’s
approach to the industry. We identified the owners and developers
that are doing business in New Jersey, contacted them and then
met with them to deliver our message that our products and our
members are what they should be using on their projects. Last
year we followed that up with our Structural Masonry Coalition
targeting the architects and engineers who will be designing work
in New Jersey. Made up of Labor and Management, IMI, and our
own structural engineers, we have met with private companies,
the NJ Schools Development Authority and the Association of
Colleges and Universities, and will continue that throughout this
upcoming year.
Over the past two decades, we have also faced challenges from
the replacement of our products and the methods of how they are
installed. Tilt ups, precast panels and glass are all products and systems that have led to reduced hours for our members. The use of
machines in the concrete industry has reduced crew sizes across the
board. Larger masonry units are typical now where brick used to
be. Interior walls are now sheet rock where they used to be block.
To overcome these challenges we must present our case throughout
the industry that we can complete economically, we can meet any
schedule, and the life-cycle benefit of our Union’s products outlast
and look better than ALL others.
The leadership of your Union will continue to work to level
the playing field, raise our visibility, provide effective and beneficial
training, and identify the REAL problems we face and offer solutions to overcome them. All this is to provide opportunity for our
members to go to work.
We will do our part. Will you?
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Labor Management Cooperative

ELEC Sets Sights On Infrastructure Deficit,
Sees P3s As Solution To Expand Revenue
By: Mark Longo, Executive Director, Engineers Labor-Management Cooperative

E

ven with the federal government’s proposal to spend $302
billion for transportation infrastructure over four years,
a long and winding road of development and repair
projects will remain unfunded.
As stated by Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx, “We have
an infrastructure deficit in this country.”
The US Department of Transportation’s 2013 report on the
Status of the Nation’s Highways, Bridges, and Transit has estimated
that all levels of government – federal, state, and local – would need
to spend between $123.7 billion and $145.9 billion per year to improve the condition of roads and bridges. In 2010, all levels spent

a combined $100.2 billion on this infrastructure, and that includes
the $11.9 billion boost from the Recovery Act.

Progress In New York and New Jersey
New York and New Jersey have made enormous progress in
transportation infrastructure improvements. The two states have
committed to the Tappan Zee Bridge replacement and the refurbishment of the Goethals Bridge. New Jersey has begun raising
the Bayonne Bridge, preparing the Pulaski Skyway for resurfacing
and working on Route 7 and the Wittpenn Bridge. Major expansion of the NJ Turnpike and Garden State Parkway are nearing
completion.
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With all these commitments, New Jersey’s Transportation Trust
Fund is nearly depleted and the list of critical development is
still long.
Simply put, the state’s infrastructure needs far exceed its ability
to pay for them using existing revenues. Additional needs include
schools, water and wastewater facilities, and road resurfacing that
will be needed following the coldest winter in recent memory.

The Drive Toward Public Private Partnerships
Little wonder that a majority of states now permit various types
of P3 contracting to generate new streams of investment revenue to
help fund critically important projects.
A recent study by the Brookings Institute concludes that P3s are
becoming “integral to the overall capital investment and infrastructure strategy of the nation.”
In 2011, New York’s Comptroller issued a report detailing the
potential types and risks of P3s. It concluded that P3s could help
fill the financing gap but that steps should be taken to limit risks to
the public.
Pennsylvania’s legislature recently enacted comprehensive P3
legislation, which establishes a Public-Private Transportation Partnership Board that must use criteria spelled out in the law when
considering P3 contracts. Connecticut’s P3 legislation permits no
more than five projects before next January. It limits agreements
to no more than 50 years in duration and requires the legislature to
approve any associated tolls.
As state and local governments stand to gain a share of the
benefits of the free market and investment that comes with it
they also seek the reassurance that their interests are protected. A
well-designed partnership balances public- and private-sector capabilities and interests.

ELEC’S Focus on Collaboration
ELEC is poised to play a meaningful role in this development.
The state and local governments of New Jersey and New York
are already overburdened with expenses and P3s could help fund
projects that otherwise might not happen.
As a labor-management organization, ELEC is committed to
the concept of collaboration. We know it works because it focuses on the mutual benefits of each participant. That said, we also
agree that states must have rules to protect its citizens from poorly
designed financial agreements.
We are working with our partners to review current statutes
to determine what changes would be needed to allow public
private partnerships for various building and highway projects
in New Jersey.
One proposal would allow for a state or local government to
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accept solicited proposals through non-traditional public-private business arrangements between the public entity and one or
more private entities. The public body would be authorized to
utilize private capital financing while encouraging competition
and delivering cost-effective financing for viable construction
projects.

A New Vision for Hoboken
The proposed Hoboken Terminal development is a large-scale
example of what such a partnership could bring to the public.
The Crossing at Hoboken Terminal, billed as “an innovative
environmentally sustainable transit oriented development,” provides a glimpse of what such collaboration could mean for cashstrapped cities and municipalities.
NJ Transit and developer LCOR would redevelop the Hoboken
Terminal, improve public transportation and transform the Observer Highway strip into a mixed-use residential and commercial center that would improve the quality of life for residents and
commuters, while generating more than $100 million in proceeds
for community benefits and helping the city protect itself against
future flooding problems.
The corresponding development would mean 2,000 construction jobs a year over a 10-year period and 6,500 permanent jobs
once complete.
With offices in New York City and the Washington DC and
Philadelphia metro areas, LCOR is considered a P3 pioneer, with
a 30-plus-year track-record of building large-scale public private
partnership success stories throughout the eastern United States,

Our Mission Remains the Same
By carefully monitoring legislation and involving ourselves in
projects, ELEC remains true to our mission of working to promote meaningful projects for our contractors and jobs for our
Local 825 Operating Engineers.

Labor Management Cooperative

Hospital Construction: Offering the Safest Choice
By Kevin McCabe, President, Carpenter Contractor Trust of New York & New Jersey

I

n the quest to offer patients the safest choice, many hospitals
today are frequently asked to explain to the public how
effectively they guard against hospital-acquired infections
(HAIs).
Healthcare facilities have been concerned about HAIs since the
1840s, when Ignaz Semmelweis urged doctors to wash their hands
before delivering babies. But in recent years, the degree of concern
has risen as legislation in 28 states now mandates that hospitals
publish the statistics.
Given the trend toward public disclosures and the anticipated
hospital construction growth in the next decade, reporting hospitals will have to consider instituting new precautions to ensure that
any construction that occurs does not raise their HAIs statistics.
Recognizing the growing requirement for protecting hospital
patients and staff, the carpenters union, through its International Carpenters Training Fund, created an innovative training and
certificate program that would teach members how to reduce the
risk of contamination while working in a healthcare institution.
The result was Construction ICRA: Best Practices in Healthcare
Construction.
The first step in forging this program was to follow Infection
Control Risk Assessment (ICRA) procedures. They are so widely
accepted as the “gold standard” that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention promotes their use, and the American Institute of Architects adopted them as the guiding principles for their
members who design medical facilities.
“Most hospitals have construction going on all the time, whether
it’s a major expansion or updating older facilities,” says Alan Seidman, executive director, Construction Contractors Association of
Hudson Valley. “This activity raises two vital questions for hospital administration: What training does my construction workforce
have, and are they following or even aware of ICRA guidelines?
“Our union carpenters and contractors recognize that working
in a hospital is different from most construction jobs. They understand that every action could have a serious impact on the health
of patients and staff.”
Seidman says hospitals’ concern for patients and staff creates
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compelling reasons to use IRCA-certified construction workers.
These include many safeguards, cost containment, reputation
management and adherence to a safety philosophy.
No hospital wants to face an inquiry and be unable to
offer reassurance that any construction crew had been completely
trained to work in their facility.
There is also the issue of cost. Most hospitals accept what studies have shown, ranging from the CDC to independent organizations, that patients who are victims of HAIs remain in the hospital
longer, need more time to heal and, bottom line, raise the cost
of the visit. In his overview study, The Direct Medical Costs of
Healthcare-Associated Infections in U.S. Hospitals and the Benefits of Prevention, economist R. Douglas Scott II examined the
macro-economic costs of HAIs. The figures in this 2009 study
are huge. “The direct cost [of HAIs] ranges from $28.4 billion to
$33.8 billion,” when adjusted for inflation, Scott wrote in his report. While he acknowledges that taking preventive action against
HAIs can be expensive, the benefits offset the cost.
The viability of a hospital’s reputation rests on public perception and government institutions that assess them. An outbreak
of any infectious disease, if reported in the media, can immediately tarnish a hospital’s public standing and reputation, no matter how superior it might be in other areas. Any increase of HAIs
beyond the average range might link to construction, therefore
tarnishing the hospital’s reputation. Taking adequate precautions
beforehand by using trained personnel is the antidote preventing
this possibility.
Finally, there is the issue of hospital philosophy, Seidman notes.
Consumers and patients have choices in what hospital they select.
Hospitals that use contractors and craftspeople trained in ICRA
guidelines show their commitment to maximum quality care.
The use of these contractors and craftspeople will lead to better
ratings for the hospitals that employ them, according to Seidman.
“We provide a mock-up of a hospital room in our training
facilities and we offer hands-on training,” says Seidman. “No
one comes close to the breadth and depth of our ICRA-based
training.”
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Welcome New Members

The ACCNJ is pleased to welcome the following new
members to the Association. We share with you just a
brief description about each one, and look forward to
their participation in upcoming ACCNJ events

Active Members

Furino & Sons, Inc. (Brothers Four)

Beach Electric Company, Inc.
Beach Electric, which joined The Railroad Construction Family
of Companies in 2004, was established in 1924 as an independent
electrical contractor licensed to perform work in the state of New
Jersey. Providing service to public and private sectors, Beach offers commercial, industrial and transit electric service, as well as
24/7 emergency service and maintenance contracts. Its representative to the Association is Vice President Ernie Badaracco, who
can be reached via email at info@BeachElectricCo.com and by
phone at 973.413.1900. The firm is located at 67-69 Grove Street,
Paterson NJ 07503, and on the web at www.BeachElectricCo.com.

E-J/Ferreira JV
This joint venture was established between E-J Electric
Installation Co. and ACCNJ member Ferreira Construction Co.,
Inc., to install transmission line interconnections as part of the
New Jersey Turnpike 6 to 9 Widening Project. E-J Electric, headquartered in Long Island City, was founded in 1899 and serves the
New York metropolitan region with branch offices in Connecticut
and Westchester. Anthony E. Mann, President & CEO of Managing
Partner, represents the third generation of the Mann family in E-J
Electric. He can be reached by phone, 718.786.9400, at the company offices at 46-41 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City NY 11101. Visit
the company website at www.ej1899.com.
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General Contractor Furino & Sons specializes in heavy
construction and general contracting, mechanical process piping
and equipment, and maintenance. For more than 75 years, the
firm has focused on “quality workmanship in a productive and safe
workplace,” serving commercial and industrial sectors – pharmaceutical, petroleum refining, manufacturing, research, processing,
medical, retail and wholesale – as well as education. With safety as
the top priority, Furino & Sons is proud to claim a low EMR as indicative of the focus on safety among all employees. David J. Furino,
President, serves as the company’s representative to ACCNJ. Furino
& Sons is located at 66 Columbia Road, Branchburg NJ 08876, and
can be reached by phone at 908.756.7736. David Furino’s email is
dfurino@furinoandsons.com. Visit the company website at www.
furinoandsons.com.

IEW Construction Group
General Contractor IEW Construction Group specializes in general construction, sitework, concrete work,
utility, heavy highway, marine construction and plant
maintenance. Vice President Darrell Harms, reached via email at
d.harms@iewconstruction.com, will represent the company
to the Association. IEW Construction is located at 75
Sculptors Way, Trenton NJ 08619, and may be reached by
phone at 609.586.5005.

McCloskey Mechanical Contractors, Inc.

Resolution Management Consultants, Inc.

McCloskey Mechanical, a full-service mechanical contractor
offering plumbing, piping, HVAC, fire protection and more, has
nearly 30 years of experience providing mechanical services to
small and large retail operations, hospitals, restaurants, warehouses, office buildings, malls and entertainment complexes. The company is headquartered at 710 Laurel Road, Lindenwold NJ 080213322, 856.784.5080, with a subsidiary in New England. CEO David
J. McCloskey can be reached via email at david@mccloskeymechanical.com. Visit the website at www.mccloskeymechanical.com.

Resolution Management, whose name describes its discipline,
specializes in program management and dispute resolution
services for owners, engineers, contractors, suppliers and manufacturers in the design and construction of commercial, military,
manufacturing, process industrial, transportation and environmental facilities, as well as power plants, marine projects and
computer systems. The firm’s principal, James F. Gallagher, can be
reached at j.gallagher@resmgt.com and 856.985.5000. The office is
located at 5 Greentree Centre, Suite 311, 525 Lincoln Drive West,
Marlton NJ 08053, and on the web at www.resmgt.com.

Trevcon Construction Company, Inc.
Trevcon Construction Company specializes in heavy marine
construction and services, including underwater/diving, stevedoring, foundations and pile driving, general construction and underground utilities. The firm’s patented technology, TREVCON-VEYOR,® a partially submerged restoration system, allows the experts
at Trevcon to stabilize pilings and bulkheads while minimizing
disruption of daily operations. Headquartered at 30 Church Street,
Liberty Corner NJ 07938, Trevcon also has a T-Port Waterfront
Transloading Facility in Elizabeth on the Arthur Kill. Project Manager Justin Lijo represents Trevcon, and can be reached via email at
jlijo@trevcon.com or by phone at 908.580.0200. Visit the company
at www.trevcon.com.

Seneca Insurance Company, Inc.
Seneca is a commercial property and casualty insurance company licensed in 50 states. In the region, the firm has offices in Philadelphia, New York and Morristown, NJ, offering surety bonding to
the construction industry with competitive rates and experienced,
responsive underwriters. Contract Surety Manager Michael D.
Sheelen is Seneca’s representative to the Association. In New Jersey,
Seneca is located at 305 Madison Avenue, Morristown NJ 07962,
and can be reached by phone at 973.401.5441. Michael Sheelen’s
email is msheelen@senecainsurance.com. Visit the company website at www.senecainsurance.com.

W.E.S. Works LLC

Associate Members
Emerald Financial
The Construction Advisory Team at Emerald Financial, located
in Colts Neck, NJ, offers an array of financial services to business,
including employee benefits, financial management, business protection, retirement and succession planning, and a
program to attract and retain key employees. A member of
the Mass Mutual Financial Group, Emerald Financial also has
offices in Bridgewater, Clifton and Englewood Cliffs, and is represented by Jay Gilston and Beth Ulrich. Reach them via email at
jgilston@financialguide.com and bulrich@financialguide.com.
The office is located at 24 Merchants Way, Suite 202, Colts Neck NJ
07722, 732.677.7012, and on the web at www.emeraldfinancialresources.com/new/emeraldfinancial/.

Also based in Morristown, storage and carpentry installation
expert W.E.S. Works specializes in high-density mobile shelving
and the furniture and equipment for scientific laboratories. The
company has extensive experience in commercial and public work,
including health and fitness centers, public and private schools,
Liberty National Golf Club and hundreds of office buildings
throughout the tri-state area. Owner William Steckest, representative to ACCNJ, can be reached via email at wesworks@verizon.
net and by phone at 973.267.4601. The company is located at
1 Craig Road, Morristown NJ 07960, and on the web at
www.wesworksllc.com.
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Article

What Does Wrap Up Really Mean –
Navigating The Wrap Up Maze
By Mary Bishop, Account Executive, Construction Risk Partners, LLC

W

hat does a Wrap Up really mean to a Contractor or
Subcontractor? This is a complex question that
requires looking through a lens with multiple focal
lengths. From long distance as well as under close
scrutiny, a Wrap Up can be viewed from both negative and positive
perspectives. And, more important, can depend on the experience
of the Wrap Up broker, the Wrap Up Administrator and your own
broker partner.
Some of the essential considerations relative to gaining a better
understanding of Wrap Ups begin with these questions:
• What is the elemental difference between traditional and Wrap
Up insurance program structure?
• What coverage is provided by a Wrap Up and, conversely, what
coverage is not?
• Where do I obtain the information to make an informed bid
decision?
• How does the Wrap Up benefit my organization?
• How is my organization’s own corporate coverage impacted?
• When does the Wrap Up coverage begin and quite often more
important, when does it end?
And, as if the above questions did not generate enough brain
fodder, what about these less-obvious questions?
• How does my organization keep record-tracking with respect

to payroll reporting, enrollment in Wrap Ups, coverage periods
provided by the Wrap Up, etc.?
• Why is it important to keep such records?
• Who is my advocate and is that person effective?
The goal of this article is to generate thought around the
question – are my organization and my broker partner doing
everything we can to understand and learn from our Wrap Up
experiences?
Let’s begin. The elemental difference between a traditional
program and that of a Wrap Up starts with the buyer of the program. Under the traditional program approach, contractors and
subcontractors bring their own insurance program to the project.
This equates to varying levels of insurance protection, many
different insurance companies potentially involved with the same
loss, multiple cost structures being passed along to the project
owner and varying degrees of safety and loss control being employed at the same site.
Under a Wrap Up, the buyer is either the Owner (Owner Controlled Insurance Program) or the Contractor (Contractor Controlled Insurance Program). The primary goal of the Wrap Up is
to counterbalance the variables listed above. Primary benefits include a coordinated insurance program with consistent insurance
coverage provided to all participants, a unified approach to loss
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control and risk management and, in the event of loss, a unified
approach to claims handling with one insurance company. This
translates to less costs and litigation.
So what does a Wrap Up generally cover? By and large, a Wrap
Up covers the onsite construction activities only of a designated
project. There are “maintenance” Wrap Up programs available
but they are not quite as common as construction Wrap Ups. The
typical Wrap Up program includes Worker’s Compensation, General Liability and Excess Liability coverages. Sometimes, however,
only General Liability and Excess Liability coverage are provided.
Less frequently, Pollution Liability for the project is provided.
Coverages that are typically not provided by Wrap Up programs
include Automobile Liability, Professional Liability, Pollution
Liability (unless as noted above), Aircraft Liability, Watercraft
Liability and a host of first-party coverages such as Property Damage to owned, leased or rented locations, Contractor’s Equipment,
Automobile Physical Damage, etc. These aforementioned coverages must be maintained by the respective participants and, frequently, it is a contractual requirement to maintain the coverage.
In considering how to ensure proper dovetail coverage between the Wrap Up program and an organization’s own corporate
program, it is key to understand the scope of coverage - what is
provided and during what period. Careful analysis and consideration by an insurance professional is critical to ensuring a corporate program addresses any gaps in coverage that must be filled.
To understand the breadth or restrictions of a Wrap Up, one
must review the documents provided by the Owner, Contractor,
Wrap Up Broker and/or Administrator. These documents are key
to understanding the coverage (and lack of coverage) being provided to participants and include pre-bid documents, contractual
language, the Wrap Up Manual and the actual policy itself. Having
an informed, knowledgeable broker can assist in navigating the
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nuances of these documents, ultimately tailoring a professional program to protect contractors from any uninsured gaps in
coverage.
Corporate insurers, quite often, limit their exposure to any projects insured with Wrap Up programs. The reason, quite simply,
is economics. Wrap Up revenue and payroll are excluded from
corporate programs as the insurer does not intend to pay a loss
for work performed under a Wrap Up. To justify, the corporate
carrier has not collected premium for the Wrap Up exposure so
they invoke Wrap Up exclusions on their policies. The breadth of
the exclusions vary from carrier to carrier and the ability to craft
proper “dovetail” coverage is a critical skill that should be sought
after in a contractor’s insurance broker partner.
It is important to understand the record-keeping requirements
in Wrap Ups. Other reporting considerations include comprehensive lists of the Wrap Up projects, their policy terms, their
extended completed operations period, the limits provided, etc.
Also, contractors will be required to report payroll in most cases
and to provide evidence (certificates of insurance) of the required
Non Wrap Up coverage to comply with the contractual terms.
All in all, Wrap Ups are complex but can be successfully navigated given the proper guidance. Contractors are absolutely entitled
to receive all relative documents as described above. And, key to
understanding and surviving the process is to have an educated,
experienced broker partner that can help you successfully navigate
the Wrap Up maze.
Construction Risk Partners is a long-time associate member of the ACCNJ, providing
Insurance and Surety solutions exclusively to the construction industry. Mary Bishop
has more than 25 years of experience in risk management and insurance. For more
information, visit www.constructionriskpartners.com, or call 908-566-1010.
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Article

The TruTouch Solution:
A Noninvasive, Optical Approach For Measuring
And Quantifying Blood Alcohol
By: Oscar Lazaro and Spencer Honeyman, TruTouch Technologies

I

n 2010, the Centers for Disease Control published a report
indicating that the cost of excessive alcohol consumption in
the United States reached $223.5 billion in 2006. Almost three
quarters of these costs were due to binge drinking, where
binge drinking is defined as consuming four or more alcoholic beverages per occasion for women or five or more drinks per
occasion for men.
Researchers found the costs resulted from losses in workplace
productivity (72% of the total cost), healthcare expenses for problems caused by excessive drinking (11% of the total cost), law enforcement and other criminal justice expenses related to excessive
alcohol consumption (9% of the total cost), and motor vehicle
crash costs from impaired driving (6% of the total cost).
Companies are increasingly seeking novel, low-cost, and
easy-to-implement methods for reducing alcohol-related costs in
the workplace. One such method is the implementation of effective prevention and sobriety assurance programs that provide for
a direct and frequent means for determining fitness to work and
thereby ensuring safer work environments. While several reliable
alcohol-testing technologies exist, widespread adoption for daily/
frequent testing for deterrence and sobriety assurance programs
has yet to occur. Limiting factors have included the potential high
costs for frequent testing, workflow disruption, the use of staff resources for test administration, and in some cases workforce/union
resistance to the implementation of high-frequency testing even of
safety-sensitive designated employees.
With the limitations of existing approaches in mind,
TruTouch Technologies has developed and is commercializing
a novel near-infrared based alcohol and biometric sensor that is
noninvasive, easy to use, and self-administered. These optical
devices are used as a screening tool and non-negative results are
typically confirmed per the existing alarm resolution policy either locally (using a breathalyzer for example) or externally at an
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accredited laboratory so that the company obtains an independent
report. These new sensors can be networked across multiple sites
and safety managers can analyze the impact of the testing program
across their organizations by looking at data by date, location,
shift, gender or age group.
With this new information, the organization’s educational and
support efforts can be appropriately aligned to those locations that
will derive the greatest positive impact on productivity and safety.
In addition, this completely noninvasive approach to alcohol testing fully integrates biometric identity verification, thus offering a
number of significant improvements over existing methods. This
unique combination makes routine, self-administered workplace
testing a realistic and easy-to-deploy deterrence solution. From
first touch to test results, the entire process can take less than 20
seconds.
Alcohol can impact the workplace in several ways. People can

show up and drink while on the job, they can be impacted by the
festivities and activities of the night before, and even non-drinkers
can be impacted by those consuming alcohol around them. Sadly, such scenarios are more common than people might think as
more than 15% of US workers have reported being impaired by
alcohol at work at least one time during the past year, and 9% of
workers reported being hung-over at work.
In many cases, these alcohol-impaired workers are valuable
employees worth retaining who have simply made poor decisions
before showing up to work. As a result of their poor decisions, accidents are more likely to happen despite the best implementation
of company education and employee assistance programs.
Furthermore, it is unlikely, in a statistical sense, that a safety-sensitive designated worker who makes a bad decision once or
twice a year will be selected for a random alcohol test on a day
where they are impaired. As a result, the effectiveness of many
random alcohol-testing programs for detecting these events is
limited.
In addition, Beer’s Law states that the magnitude of the absorbance signal for a given substance (e.g., alcohol) is proportional
to its concentration. Consequently, NIR spectroscopy provides
noninvasive measurements that are both sensitive and selective
for alcohol.
In addition to measuring and quantifying blood alcohol, the
spectroscopic measurement provides a biometric identity verifica-

tion capability that prevents “buddy punching” (e.g., one person
takes the test for another) and allows the systems to be used in
an unsupervised manner. Because all people have different tissue properties (e.g., dermal hydration, collagen density and layer
thickness), the measurement captures these interpersonal differences and uses them as the basis for its unique biometric identity
verification feature.
The impact of alcohol consumption on workplace productivity
and the bottom-line costs to all industries in the US and internationally have been well-documented. Companies would like to
reduce these costs and understand that effective routine workplace
alcohol measurement can mitigate these problems. This method being cost-effective and self-administered may provide companies with yet another tool that can be integrated with existing
programs to impact workforce alcohol use and increase fitness for
duty across the board.
Oscar Lazaro is a life sciences executive with 25 years commercialization
experience selling medical devices, diagnostics & analytical instruments. As
the SVP Strategic Partnering at TruTouch, he is focused on building out the
global distribution channel for the company’s unique product line.
Spencer Honeyman is the Account Development Manager at
TruTouch Technologies. Spencer manages the distribution channel and
account management in the United States for TruTouch.
Please feel free to reach out with any questions or comments:
Spencer.Honeyman@tttinc.com.
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Member News
Michels Corporation
Michels Corporation celebrated a number of key achievements
during the past year. In July 2013, the firm was awarded the CM005
– Manhattan South Structures for the East Side Access Project by
the MTA. Crediting Regional Manager Jeff Maffei with establishing
Michels in the New York City area in 2013, Michels opened two
New York offices, one in Mt. Vernon and one in Manhattan. The
company is currently ranked #36 in Engineering News Record’s
Top 400 Contractors, and is proud to report distinction as the
largest pipeline contractor in North America.

Foley, Inc.
Foley’s Annual Meeting on February 28, 2014, was headlined
by Chris Fischer, founder and expedition leader of OCEARCH,
a non-profit organization with a global reach renowned for unprecedented research on Great White sharks and other large apex
predators, and currently sponsored by Caterpillar. Mr. Fischer
shared with Foley employees his activities focused on discovering more about the Great White and preservation of the ocean,

as well as his relationship with Caterpillar. Before the meeting,
Foley sponsored a talk by Mr. Fischer to the 8th-grade science
classes – 130 students and teachers – at Conackamack Middle
School in Piscataway, in which Mr. Fischer spoke of his mission
to protect the oceans and the STEM learning plans he helped
develop, using his shark tracker as a vehicle for exploration.
In other news, Foley announced the promotion of Paul
Moore to Foley Rents Service Manager, and Tom Dean to Rental
Account Manager for Passaic and Bergen counties in New Jersey.

WithumSmith+Brown, PC
WithumSmith+Brown is proud to report that, for the 10th
consecutive year, NJ BIZ has named the firm one of the best
places to work in New Jersey. That accolade is even more special
this year, as WithumSmith+Brown celebrates 40 years in business.
The firm is getting bigger this year, too. In January, Toms
River-based accounting firm Hutchins, Meyer & DiLieto, PA,
merged with WS+B, and in March, Walsh & Borresen, LLC, a
Morristown-based accounting firm, also merged with WS+B.

Chris Fischer, founder of OCEARCH, shares his research on Great White sharks with employees at the Foley Annual Meeting in February.
Caterpillar is currently sponsoring OCEARCH.
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Giving Back

Michels Corporation
Under the leadership of Vice President/Owner Tim Michels and Regional
Manager Jeff Maffei, Michels Corporation donated generously to two
organizations in New York in November 2013. The Brotherhood Community
WorkForce in Brooklyn used the donation toward its Thanksgiving and Christmas Events and Dinner for senior citizens and underprivileged children. Calvary
Temple Church in Mt. Vernon hosted its annual fundraiser dinner. Michels opened
offices in Manhattan and Mt. Vernon during 2013.

Moretrench
Led by President and CEO Art Corwin, Moretrench’s work in the local community is a company-wide team effort. In 2013, employees conducted several food
drives for the Interfaith Food Pantry in Morristown that provides 1.7 tons of food
each day to those in need. Volunteers also work with Homeless Solutions and its
subsidiary, Furnishing Solutions, also in Morristown, preparing meals monthly,
collecting donated furniture and manning the storefront. Every year, employees
support the US Marine Corps Reserve’s Toys for Tots and the New York Blood
Center.

Moretrench sponsors food drives to benefit the
Interfaith Food Pantry, Morristown, NJ.

Moretrench volunteers at Furnishing Solutions,
Morristown, NJ.

WithumSmith+Brown, PC
With food banks facing critical shortages, the New York and New Jersey offices
of WithumSmith+Brown were asked to donate canned goods – and collected 2,500
cans of food to benefit the Food Bank of Monmouth and Ocean Counties, the
Community Food Bank of New Jersey, and Homefront.
They had fun with the food drive, too, as each office built a “can sculpture”
to compete in the sculpture contest. The Red Bank office was the winner with its
lighthouse sculpture (see photo). WS+B credits its generous staff for the successful
food drive.

The Red Bank office of WithumSmith&Brown
won the Can Sculpture Contest with a giant
“canned” lighthouse. The New York and New
Jersey offices donated 2,500 cans of food to
help replenish area food banks.
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Insurance News

Experience Modifier Rating And Its Effect
On Your Construction Insurance Premium
By: Brian Dowling, Turner Surety and Insurance Brokerage

I

f you work in construction, what’s the first thing that comes
to mind when someone mentions Experience Modifier Rating
(EMR): revulsion, confusion, anger, unhappiness? There
probably isn’t one single insurance term that draws more dire
emotions from the construction world than EMR. It’s also one
of the few insurance terms that every contractor should understand since it has such an enormous cost impact on a company’s
bottom line.
Experience Modifier Ratings (EMRs) are mathematical calculations used by insurance companies to adjust Workers Compensation insurance premiums from both a debit and credit
perspective. EMRs, for most of the country, are regulated by
the National Council on Compensation Insurance (NCCI),
but New Jersey uses an independent state bureau, called the
NJCRIB. By definition, an EMR of 1.00 is an indication that a
company’s actual losses are equal to their expected losses. Companies with better-than-expected losses (less than 1.00) will
get premium credits on their Workers’ Compensation policies,
and those with worse-than-average expected losses (greater
than 1.00) will get debit adjustments. For example, a company with an EMR of 1.20 will pay an average of 20% more for
insurance than their competitors. A company with an EMR
of 0.90 will pay an average of 10% less than their competitors.
The formula for promulgating an EMR is very complex and
is made up of several different components that calculate the
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way a loss gets valued. In its very basic form, the EMR looks to
measure a company’s actual loss experience divided by their
expected losses (based on specific trades and payrolls). The
confusing component here is “expected” losses and how the EMR
factors this into the equation. Many companies believe that claim
severity is the cause of a high EMR, since larger claims attract the
most attention. But this is not correct for calculating the EMR.
In most cases, claim frequency affects a company’s EMR the most.
This is because the EMR formula discounts losses after they reach
a certain dollar value called a “split point.” Historically the “split
point” has been around $5,000. So, even if the dollar amounts
are the same, a contractor that has multiple small losses will
often have a higher EMR than a contractor with a few large losses.

Raising the Split Point
Here’s the bad news. Both the NCCI and many of the State
Independent Bureaus are in the process of raising the “split
point.” Depending on the value of a company’s losses, the increase in the split point could have a greater impact on its EMR.
This change is designed to take into consideration the immense
increase in the cost of medical care, and will continue until
2015 when the cost per claim reaches NCCI’s and State Bureau’s
intended split point. A transition program has been implemented by NCCI and the State Bureaus with the following timeline:
• 2013: Split Point increased to $10,000

• 2014: Split Point will increase to $13,500
• 2015: Split Point will increase to the intended split point of
$15,000 plus two years of inflation adjustment (rounded to the
nearest $500)
NJCRIB has not yet announced that they will follow suit with
NCCI’s split point increase program. However, it will almost certainly happen in the future. This is an advantage for companies
in New Jersey as they have time to prepare and develop a strategy
to help protect themselves from the negative effects these changes
can have on their overall business. In addition, it allows New Jersey companies to see how these changes have affected companies
in states that have already implemented them.

Measured Against Peers
Insurance underwriters also reference the EMR when evaluating the attractiveness of an account. Since it essentially measures
a company’s loss experience against their peers, it is often used
as an indicator of the quality of the company’s risk and safety
culture. This can greatly influence the overall buying power a
company has in the insurance marketplace.
For companies with higher-than-average EMRs, insurance underwriters will be much more cautious when reviewing the risk
and reluctant to provide any premium discounts or credits. They
may also adjust their funding requirements and be conservative
with any requested policy changes.
The EMR doesn’t just affect the insurance industry. In the
construction world, a company’s EMR can also impact the qualification process. Project owners and general contractors often
review the EMR as a part of their overall risk management process.
In some cases, a contractor may be precluded from bidding a
job if its EMR is above a 1.00. Even if their financial bid for the
project is the best in relation to the competition, the contractor
may be disqualified simply due to the EMR being over 1.00. This
is a harsh reality given the challenging economic conditions we
are facing.

Managing EMR
There are steps that construction companies can take to help
manage their EMRs. Consider the following:
Loss Prevention: Safety Program
The first step in preventing losses is to implement an effective
safety program, reviewed and amended every few years to comply with any regulations or changes. Many insurance companies
can assist in providing safety training and other safety-oriented
services. As noted above, the EMR calculation focuses on fre-

quency of losses rather than severity. Implementing the right safety
program and protocols can aid in reducing frequency.
Proper Rating Classification
A company’s rating classification is an important piece of the
EMR calculation because the individual company losses get compared to expected losses for that specific classification. When incorrectly classified, a company’s losses are not accurately compared
to peers. The misclassification can result in lower premiums on a
short-term basis, but the long-term impact is much greater.
Open Claim Reviews
It is important to review open claims on an annual or biannual
basis to ensure that a strategy exists to close out claims and that
reserves are being set at an appropriate amount. Loss reserves play
an intricate role in the EMR calculation – incorrect reserves can
negatively impact an EMR.
EMR Audit
Performing an EMR audit is crucial in determining that your
EMR is calculated correctly. Your EMR encompasses three years of
loss information, audited payrolls, applicable states of operation,
and Workers Compensation classifications. It is important that all
of this information be accurately reported. It is also important to
confirm that all payroll associated with a Wrap Up insurance program is reported. Again, even though a company is covered under
a Wrap Up, the losses and payroll associated with that Wrap Up are
included against a company’s EMR.
Payment of Small Med Claims
Companies may elect to pay small medical-only claims out-ofpocket rather than submitting the claim to their insurance carrier.
If this is an option, make sure that there is an agreement between
you and your insurance carrier, and that all claims are reported to
the insurance company for record purposes only. “Record only”
claims appear on loss runs with zeros and do not count against you
for EMR calculations. However, the insurance company is able to
stay involved if the injury becomes more serious. By paying small
medical-only claims, you will reduce the amount of claims being
calculated against the EMR.
The EMR has a strong impact on your business. A company that
works closely with its insurance provider will be able to take the
first steps in minimizing big changes to the rating.
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Financial Update

Planning Your Exit: Thinking Long-Term
Keeps Your Business On Track
By Jay Gilston, CFBS and Beth Ulrich, CRPC, Emerald Financial

Y

ou’ve navigated a competitive market, steered your
company to profitability, and put it on track for healthy
growth and expansion. It’s now time to start thinking about
an exit strategy.
Sound premature? It’s not. Proper planning can help ensure
both a successful business transition and an equally successful retirement for the owner. Too often, owners get caught up in day-today operations and forget to think long-term. Some figure they’ll
simply turn the business over to the kids. Others plan to sell when
it’s time to retire and live on the proceeds.
But often the kids don’t want the business, and finding the right
buyer may not be easy, particularly these days when capital is tight.
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Those who do find a buyer may end up agreeing to an installment
sale, which means they’ll likely get the business back if the new
owner goes broke. A boomerang sale is a headache if the business
comes back when you’re young, but it can be a disaster if the sale is
a critical part of your retirement.
That’s why owners who want to get full value from their business
need to think ahead. Succession planning should start as soon as
an owner is able to move beyond tactical day-to-day operations to
think strategically about the business and his or her own role in the
company’s future.
Consider Barry Middleman, now 71, who founded his architectural firm back in 1973. He was still in his early 50s when he first

began his succession planning. He started by crafting a new identity for his business. In 1994, the firm shed the name Middleman, De
La Garza & Neugebauer and became MDN Architects.
“A personal identity drives down the value of a company,” Middleman explains. “It is not as marketable.”
At about the same time, MDN began working to seriously
diversify its client base, once again increasing the company’s value.
Then two years ago, a new partner came on board, dramatically
lowering the average age of the partners. Now Middleman is planning to gradually step back from the business, staying involved in
those areas that interest him most. Eventually, he says, he’ll retire,
leaving the new partner at the helm.
Yet even careful succession planning can be bumpy, as
Middleman learned when the recession hit in 2008. That’s why
owners can’t afford to put all of their assets into their business.
Money tucked away in a 401(k), IRA or other retirement plan can
act as a shock absorber, cushioning owners from any economic
potholes they encounter on the way to the exit door.
For young companies, the best retirement savings vehicle might
be a SIMPLE IRA, which lets both owners and employees contribute and at higher levels than those allowed with a traditional IRA.
As companies grow, 401(k) plans can be a good next step, and
Roth 401(k)s—which are funded with after-tax dollars—provide
distributions that may be tax-free.
Permanent life insurance offers another way for owners to

diversify their holdings while creating a potential safety net for
both their company and their retirement. Business owners, for example, may be able to borrow on the accumulated cash value in
these policies to help meet expenses or payroll during lean times.
And if the policies have cash value when the owner is ready to retire, it can be a good source of supplemental retirement income.*
Ultimately, succession planning is about more than simply
finding the exit door. It’s also good business. While there are no
guarantees, planning that focuses on such things as increasing the
company’s value can help keep a business on track while it’s still
growing. And that’s a good way to make sure you won’t be leaving
your retirement to chance.
*Access to cash values through borrowing or partial surrenders will reduce the policy’s cash value and death benefit, increase the chance the policy will lapse, and may
result in a tax liability if the policy terminates before the death of the insured.
The information provided is not written or intended as specific tax or legal advice
and may not be relied on for purposes of avoiding any Federal tax penalties. MassMutual, its employees and representatives are not authorized to give tax or legal advice. Individuals are encouraged to seek advice from their own tax or legal counsel.
Emerald Financial, 800 Tennent Road, Manalapan, NJ 07726,
Phone: (732)677-7016
Jay Gilston, jgilston@financialguide.com
Beth Ulrich, bulrich@financialguide.com
© 2014 Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company, Springfield, MA
01111-0001
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ACCNJ Calendar
June 5 & 6, 2014

SPRING CONVENTION
The Grand Cascade Lodge at Crystal Springs, Hamburg
This popular program welcoming all members to attend will feature a Safety Recognition and Scholarship
Awards Dinner Thursday evening, followed by labor and legislative panel discussions Friday morning. Join us at
the beautiful Crystal Springs Resort to congratulate our award recipients and hear firsthand the proactive stance
our labor partners and state legislators are taking to promote your interests in the industry and at the Statehouse.

August 12, 2014

FISHING TRIP
Jamaica Star, Brielle
Put the thoughts of cold weather behind you and join us as we board the Jamaica Star for a great day of
fishing. Registration forms will be sent as we get closer to the event and will also offer sponsorship
opportunities. Space will be limited.

September 15, 2014

ANNUAL GOLF TOURNAMENT & DINNER
Fiddler’s Elbow Country Club, Bedminster
Mark your calendar for our Annual Golf Tournament and Dinner as we will once again tee off on two courses
at the picturesque Fiddler’s Elbow. The day will feature a barbeque lunch, shotgun tee-off, and awards dinner.
Sponsorships for tees, greens and various amenities will be available.

October 7, 14, 21 & 28, 2014

OSHA 30-HOUR CONSTRUCTION SAFETY COURSE
Association Offices, Edison
Held on consecutive Tuesdays, this course will cover OSHA policies, procedures and standards, as well as
construction safety and health principles. Topics include scope and application of the OSHA construction
standards, with special emphasis on those areas that are most hazardous. Participants must attend all four
days and be able to complete homework assignments to be eligible. Upon successful completion of the
course, the student will receive an OSHA Construction Safety and Health 30-hour course completion card.

December 9, 2014

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
PNC Bank Arts Center, Holmdel
Join us as we close out the year with this well-attended event. Members enjoy networking during the
cocktail hour followed by our program and dinner, featuring a guest speaker on a timely topic pertaining to the
construction industry.
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Membership Roster
Active Members

Cornell & Co.

Albert Garlatti Const. Co.

A.P. Construction, Inc.

L.R. Costanzo Company

Gilbane Building Co.

Abatement Unlimited Inc.

J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc.

Gingerelli Brothers

AbateTech

Creamer Environmental Inc.

Glasgow, Inc.

ABC Construction Contracting Inc.

Crisdel Group, Inc.

Global Installation Resources

Acoustical Services, Inc.

E.E. Cruz & Company, Inc.

Gramercy Group Inc.

Affiliated Environmental Services NJ Inc.

JR Cruz Corp.

Hall Building Corp.

Aliano Brothers

DeFoe Corp.

Hall Construction Co., Inc.

All State Office Furniture

Degmor Inc.

Henegan Construction Co., Inc.

American Pile and Foundation LLC

DePalma Contracting Inc.

Charles J. Hesse, Inc.

J. Anthony Equipment Co.

Diamond Huntbach Construction Corp,

Hi Tech Data Floors, Inc.

Aspen Landscaping Contracting, Inc.

Drill Construction Co., Inc.

Hunt Construction Group

A-Tech Concrete

Driscoll Construction Co., Inc.

Hutton Construction, L.L.C.

Atlantic Concrete Cutting, Inc.

Willard Dunham Const. Co.

IEW Construction Group

Atlas Concrete

Durr Mechanical Construction Inc.

Ingrassia Const. Co., Inc.

B & G Restoration, Inc.

EIC Associates, Inc.

Intercounty Paving Associates, LLC.

Barr & Barr, Inc.

E-J/Ferreira JV

JBL Electric Inc.

ER Barrett, Inc

Empire Concrete LLC

Jensen Koerner Crane Service, Inc.

Beach Electric Company Inc.

Epic Management, Inc.

Joseph Jingoli and Son, Inc.

Beaver Concrete Construction Co., Inc.

Everlasting Contracting

JPC Group, Inc.

Bergen Engineering Co.

Exterior Wall & Building Consultants

J-Track, LLC

Berkowsky & Associates, Inc.

Fabi Construction, Inc.

JVN Restoration Inc.

BFC Ltd.

L. Feriozzi Concrete Company

Kiewit Infrastructure Co.

Wm. Blanchard Co.

Ferreira Construction Co., Inc.

Kiska Construction Inc.

Bristol Environmental Inc.

Fitzpatrick & Associates, Inc.

Lanyi & Tevald Inc.

Buck Construction

Force Concrete & Masonry Corp.

C. LaTorre Construction LLC

Buckley & Company, Inc.

Forsa Construction L.L.C.

John D. Lawrence, Inc.

Case Foundation Company

Foster Contracting, Inc.

Lend Lease, Inc.

CCA Civil, Inc.

Foundation Structures, Inc.

Edward Leske Co.

Central Jersey Wrecking & Recycling Inc.

Fromkin Brothers, Inc.

Linde-Griffith Construction Co.

Century 21 Construction Corp.

Furino & Sons, Inc. (Brothers Four)

Macedos Construction Co., Inc. of NJ

Coastal Steel Construction of NJ, LLC.

Gardner M. Bishop, Inc.

Madison Concrete Co.

Commodore Construction Corp

Louis Gargiulo Co., Inc.

Maks Construction LLC
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Marathon Contracting Corporation

Fred M. Schiavone Construction, Inc.

Louis J. Weber & Associates, Inc.

March Associates Construction

Schiavone Construction Co., LLC

Weeks Marine, Inc.

M.B. Markland Contracting Co.

Schleifer Associates, Inc.

West Bay Construction Inc.

Massett Building Co.

Schnell Contracting Services LLC

Wetlands, Inc.

McCloskey Mechanical Contractors Inc.

L.M. Sessler Excavating & Wrecking, Inc.

Wyndham Construction, LLC

Merco, Inc.

J.F. Shea Construction, Inc.

Michels Corporation

Simpson & Brown

Associate Members

Molba Construction, Inc.

Skanska Koch

Advanced Drainage Systems, Inc.

Moretrench American Corp.

Skanska USA Building, Inc.

J.M. Ahle Co., Inc.

T. Moriarty & Son, Inc.

South State, Inc.

Alliant Insurance Services

C. Moschella Builders, Inc.

Sparwick Contracting, Inc.

Allied Fire & Safety Equipment Co., Inc.

Joseph A. Natoli Const. Corp.

Stanker & Galetto, Inc.

Aluma Systems

Network Construction Co., Inc.

State Line Construction Co., Inc.

Ambassador Medical Services, Inc.

Nordic Contracting Co., Inc.

Sundance Construction Co., Inc.

Anderson, Kill & Olick, PC

Northeast Remsco Construction, Inc.

Tarheel Enterprises Inc.

Chris Anderson Roofing & Erecting Co, Inc.

Nurminen Construction Corp.

Techno Acoustics Holdings, LLC

AVOW Communications

Oradell Construction Co., Inc.

Tetra Tech

Barker Steel LLC.

PAL Environmental Services

Tilcon New Jersey

Building Contractors Association of

Pala Construction Corp.

Tishman Construction Corporation of NJ

B. Pietrini & Sons

TNT Construction

Pinnacle Environmental Corp.

Torcon, Inc.

Pow-R-Save Inc.

Trevcon Construction Co., Inc.

Binder Machinery Company

Pravco Inc.

Turner Const. Co.

The Blue Book of Building & Construction

J.R. Prisco, Inc.

Tutor Perini

Boswell Engineering

Prismatic Development Corporation

Unipro Inc.

Brent Material Company

Pristine Services Inc.

United Crane Rentals, Inc.

BSC Group Services LLC

Pulco Inc.

URS Corporation

C & H Agency

Railroad Construction Company, Inc.

USA Environmental Management

Campbell Foundry Company

RCC Builders & Developers

Vericon Construction Company LLC

Capital Steel Service, LLC.

Reicon Group, LLC

Vollers Excavating & Construction

CFS Steel Company

Michael Riesz & Co.

W.E.S. Works LLC

Citrin Cooperman & Co, LLP

RMS Construction, Inc.

Wade Ray & Associates Construction

CNA Insurance Company

Rocket Construction Co., Inc.

Walker Diving Underwater Construction LLC

Cohen Seglias Pallas Greenhall & Furman, PC

M.E. Sabosik Associates

TN Ward

CohnReznick

Joseph M. Sanzari Inc.

Waters & Bugbee, Inc.

Columbia Partners LLC Investment

Atlantic County
Building Contractors Association of
South Jersey

Management
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Comprehensive Risk Control Solutions

Jesco, Inc.

Safegate Safety Solutions

Connell Foley LLP

Johnson & Conway LLP

Salomone Redi-Mix LLC.

Conner Strong & Buckalew

Jovin Demo, Inc.

Sax Macy Fromm & Co., PC

Construction Claims Group

Kelken Construction Systems

Seawolf Consultants LLC

Construction Information Systems

R.S. Knapp Co.

Selco Manufacturing Corporation

Construction Risk Partners, LLC

L & A Laboratory Installations

Seneca Insurance Company Inc.

Fred A. Cook Jr., Inc.

Lafarge

Shorelands Construction, Inc.

County Concrete Corp.

Let It Grow, Inc.

Skyline Steel, LLC.

CTS Cement Manufacturing, Co.

Lewis & McKenna

Smolin, Lupin & Co., P.A.

Dale Group Insurance & Bonds

Liberty Mutual Surety

Starr Companies

Stacie A. Davis, P.E., P.C.

Liberty Stone & Aggregates, LLC

Stevens Institute of Technology

DGI-Menard

Links Insurance Services, LLC

Stone Industries Inc.

Eastern Concrete Materials, Inc.

Lum, Drasco, & Positan

Susanin, Widman & Brennan, P.C.

ECC

M&T Insurance Agency

Syrstone, Inc.

Eii, Inc.

Management Planning, Inc.

T.E.S., Inc.

Emerald Financial

Mercadien, PC

T.Y. LIN International

Engineered Devices Corporation

Merritt Construction Services, Inc.

Taylor Oil Company

Enterprise Fleet Management

Mid-Atlantic Surety, LLC

Traffic Safety Service LLC

Evergreen Recycling Solutions

Montecalvo Disposal

TranSystems

Floor Covering Institute of New Jersey

Newcrete Products

Travelers

Florio Perrucci Steinhardt & Fader, LLC

New Jersey Alliance for Action

Treysta Partners Inc.

Foley, Inc.

New Jersey Food Council

True & Associates

Andrew Frank & Co.

Northeast Prestressed Products, LLC

Turner Surety and Insurance Brokerage, Inc.

Frenkel & Company

Oldcastle Precast Pipe

ULLICO

Garden State Highway Products, Inc.

Peckar & Abramson, P.C.

Unique Scaffolding Systems

General Contractors Association of NY

PennJersey Machinery, LLC

United Rentals Inc

Gerdau

Pentad Global Enterprises, Inc.

Wagner-Hohns-Inglis Inc.

Glenn Insurance Inc.

People’s United Equipment Finance Corp. Weiser Mazars, LLP

The Graham Company

Edward J. Post Company

Weldon Materials Inc.

A.H. Harris & Sons, Inc.

Prime Lube, Inc.

Williams Bridge Company

Haydon Bolts, Inc.

Pro Safety Services LLC

Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP

Haztek, Inc.

RCC Fabricators Inc.

Wiss & Co.

Hedinger & Lawless L.L.C.

The Reinforced Earth Company

Withum Smith & Brown, PC

Heffernan Insurance Brokers

Resolution Management Consultants, Inc. Zurich Specialty Products / Surety

The Hyde Agency

Re-Steel Supply Co., Inc.
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